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FASTTRAC (Fast Adaptive Secondary for Tip-Tilt Removal by Automatic Cen-

troiding) is a tip-tilt secondary system which increases the angular resolution of im

ages taken at Steward Observatory's 90" Bok and 61" Bigelow telescopes. K band 

imagery is gathered with the facility infrared camera and wavefront sensing is done 

with a small format charge-coupled device (CCD). I examine desirable characteris

tics of wavefront-sensing CCDs and evaluate the performance of the device used in 

FASTTRAC according to those criteria. The main drawback of the device is its low 

quantum efficiency due to frontside illumination. The read noise of the system is 

adequate, particularly for FASTTRAC which is generally assigned to bright time. 

The increased angular resolution provided by FASTTRAC is desirable for imag

ing crowded fields, such as those found in Local Group galaxies. Stellar photometry 

is a more powerful tool for studying the structure of these galaxies than is surface 

photometry, in which the light from all types of stars is mixed together. In particu

lar, the distribution of old stars is representative of the underlying mass distribution, 

so these stars may be used to measure the overdensity in the arms of spiral galax

ies. FASTTRAC was used to observe fields in M33, the nearest spiral which is not 

seen edge-on. These fields were observed in a range of seeing conditions and with 

guide stars of varying magnitudes and positions relative to the fields of interest. I 

analyze the performance of FASTTRAC in these varying conditions and offer some 

advice to future FASTTRAC observers. I also analyze the crowding in the M33 

fields and conclude that, to K 16.5, it does not vary significantly with placement 

in or outside of a spiral arm. Therefore a coarsely-sampled, wide field survey of the 

populations of M33 will not be systematically biased by crowding. 

Therefore a survey covering 35'by 25'was conducted in I and K bands, covering 
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all of M33 out to a deprojected radius of 16'. The resulting star catalogs reach 

a depth of about I = 21.5 and Kg = 16.5. When plotted on a color-magnitude 

diagram, these stars separate into a yoimg population of red supergiants and an 

older population of red giants. The giants are old enough to have experienced many 

orbits and are thus representative of the mass distribution of the galaxy. The fraction 

of K-band light which is "young" is only 5-10%, indicating that surface photometry 

in general would not be terribly biased, but there are local variations in which the 

yoimg component is much stronger. Fourier decomposition of the old catalog reveals 

significant amplitudes (up to 0.5), indicating that the galaxy does indeed contain 

local overdensities, which supports the basic idea of spiral density wave theory. 

The strongest component in M33 is one-armed or lopsidedness, with some power 

in the two-armed component and much less in the higher-order components. The 

two-armed component may in fact represent a bar in the inner few arcminutes. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Historical perspective 

For centuries, the angular resolution of telescopes has been limited by the atmo

sphere. The problem was recognized by Newton (1730), who wrote: 

If the Theory of making Telescopes could at length be fully brought 

into Practice, yet there would be certain Bounds beyond which Tele

scopes could not perform. For the Air through which we look upon the 

Stars, is in perpetual Tremor....Long Telescopes may cause objects to 

appear brighter and larger than short ones can do, but they cannot be 

so formed as to take away that confusion of the Rays which arises from 

the Tremors of the Atmosphere. The only Remedy is a most serene 

and quiet Air, such as may perhaps be found on the tops of the highest 

Mountains... 

Nearly 200 years passed before astronomers started building observatories on high 

mountaintops with good seeing, but even then the seeing limit remained much 

greater than the diflfraction limit. 
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The 1950's saw the birth of two new approaches, both of which required decades 

to mature. The first satellites were launched, opening the way for space telescopes 

which by virtue of their position above the atmosphere were limited only by their 

optics. The largest astronomical optical telescope ever put into orbit is the currently 

operating 2.4 m Hubble Space Telescope (HST). While HST has been a gold mine 

of high-resolution data, it is likely to be the last space telescope with a multibillion-

doUar price tag for the foreseeable future. In any case, a single space telescope at a 

time is unlikely to satisfy the astronomical commimity's hunger for data; thus space 

telescopes cannot be the only answer. The largest telescopes on the ground are four 

times larger in diameter; if they could reach their di&action limits, they would have 

four times the resolution, in addition to having sixteen times the light grasp. 

The second new approach conceived in the 1950's was adaptive optics—real

time measurement and control of atmosphere-induced aberrations (Babcock 1953). 

Adaptive optics (AO) remained outside the awareness of the astronomical commu

nity for many years, although this was perhaps just as well, since the detector and 

computer technology necessary to make AO feasible for astronomy did not exist. 

However, the availability of applicable technology and the increasing thirst for high-

resolution data combined to launch many AO programs in the 1990's. Every new 

large telescope has an AO component, and most existing large telescopes have or are 

building AO instruments. In a closely related development, observatories are now 

paying very close attention to facility seeing—the atmospheric turbulence caused by 

the telescope and its enclosure. New observatories are carefully designed, and ex

isting ones are in many cases undergoing modifications, to minimize facility seeing. 

This increases resolution for all instruments and eases the demands on AO systems. 

The growth of computing in recent years has also ushered in the very widespread 

use of post-processing methods of image sharpening. Iterative deconvolution of a 
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1024 by 1024 pixel image, formerly requiring the resources of a major computer 

center, is now done on a cheap desktop computer. Acceptance of deconvolution 

in the astronomical community was, ironically, bolstered by HST itself when the 

flaw in its primary was discovered, and now papers making use of deconvolved data 

routinely appear in the literature. 

Each of these approaches to achieving higher angular resolution is fascinating in 

its own right; a dozen dissertations would not suffice to explore them adequately. 

In this work I seek only to apply one of them, adaptive optics, to a particular 

astronomical problem, the nature of spiral structure in galaxies. Even with this 

restriction I will only be able to examine one galaxy, M33, with one particular 

approach to AO, tip-tilt correction of a midsize telescope! However, along the way 

I examine critically the application of adaptive optics to astronomy, explaining its 

strengths and weaknesses and the choices it thrusts on astronomers. First, however, 

I provide some motivation for the astronomical question I have chosen to examine. 

1.2 Spiral structure 

Spiral structure is observed in many galaxies in all parts of the universe, yet it is 

poorly understood. The density wave theory of Lin, Shu and collaborators (Bertin 

& Lin 1996 and references therein) provides a global framework, but what happens 

locally is unclear. In particular, the surface mass density enhancement of spiral 

arms, a key quantity in density wave theory, cannot be calculated unambiguously 

from the observed enhancement of the emitted light. This is due to stellar popula

tion differences between axm and interarm regions, which have not been addressed 

adequately because only the integrated light from these populations may be seen. 

As the nearest spiral which we see relatively face-on, M33 is the best place to de

tect individual stars in arm and interarm regions, examine the populations they 
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comprise, and calculate the mass contrast more rigorously. 

Detection of large samples of individual stars even in a galaxy as close as M33 

is a challenging task. The problem is not lack of photons; at a distance modulus 

of 24.5 (distance of ~750 kpc, van den Bergh 1991), supergiants and stars at the 

bright end of the giant branch and main sequence in M33 are bright enough for 

2 m class telescopes. The challenge arises from crowding: A typical seeing size 

of 1.5" subtends over 5 pc at M33, and a 5 pc cross section of the disk contains 

many stars. The resulting images are called confusion-limited because crowding, not 

photon statistics, limits the depth and accuracy of photometry. Good photometry in 

this type of field requires high angular resolution, hence the connection to adaptive 

optics. In the future, accurate photometry of stellar populations—not just the most 

luminous stars such as Cepheids—in even more distant galaxies will become routine 

as large telescopes on excellent sites with minimal facility seeing and adaptive optics 

systems become operational. 

1.3 Observational approach 

Why choose adaptive optics for this project rather than the other approaches to high 

angular resolution? Space observations are unsuitable for several reasons. First is 

the desire to conduct at least some observations in the infrared to minimize the ef

fects of extinction by dust. Spiral galaxies tend to have prominent dust lanes which 

might bias any study of the spatial distributions of stars, but in K band (Aeff = 2.22 

fim) extinction is an order of magnitude less than at V band (Aeff = 0.55 ^m). At 

even longer wavelengths, dust begins to show in emission, so K band is optimal. As 

of this writing, the only infrared instrument in space is the Infrared Space Obser

vatory (ISO), which operates at wavelengths of 5 ^m and longer and is therefore 

unsuitable. Nevertheless, it is instructive to consider the tradeoffs involved in space 
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observations, especially with the Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrom

eter (NICMOS) about to be installed in HST; these tradeoffs will be examined in 

Section 2.2. 

Post-processing techniques also will not suflSce for this project. Speckle tech

niques, which use very short exposures to "freeze" the seeing, require stars bright 

enough to be seen on each exposure to work, and imposes a large read noise penalty 

relative to simply taking a long exposure. There are other considerations as well, 

but these are sufficient to turn elsewhere. Deconvolving ordinary long exposures is 

ajiother post-processing possibility. However, the success of deconvolution is limited 

by the quality of the input data; the more the data are improved before detection, 

the better the results of deconvolution (Close 1995). 

Adaptive optics is therefore a good choice for this project. However, there are 

diflfering levels of AO; while an ambitious system which produces the very best 

images may be preferable for specific observations of small, bright targets, a more 

modest system which imposes few constraints is preferable for survey work, including 

the study of a large galaxy such as M33. Therefore, observations were made using the 

simplest type of real-time correction, called tip-tilt correction because it stabilizes 

wavefront slope in two axes. This process simply keeps the image in the same place 

on a detector throughout an exposure, but it is more than autoguiding because of 

the speed with which it happens, typically at 50 Hz for this project. This is often 

fast enough to remove atmospherically induced image motion and windshake as well 

as imperfect tracking; the benefits of tip-tilt are more fully explored in Chapter 2. 

The instrument is thus called FASTTRAC—Fast Adaptive Secondary for Tip-Tilt 

Removal by Automatic Centroiding. 

The choice of telescopes is another question. The Multiple Mirror Telescope 

(MMT), with its fine seeing (Section 2.1), is a natural candidate. However, with its 
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six subapertures, the MMT requires a more complex system even for something as 

conceptually simple as tip-tilt correction. A testbed adaptive optics instrument was 

built for the MMT in 1991, but it was very far from optimized for infrared imaging. 

This non-optimal situation motivated the present work on the smaller but simpler 

and more readily available 2.3 m Bok and 1.5 m Bigelow telescopes. An infrared-

optimized instrument, FASTTRAC 2, has now become available for the MMT (Gray 

et al. 1995). A portion of this dissertation happens to apply to FASTTRAC 2, in 

particular the discussion of the wavefront-sensing CCD, but I omit any discussion of 

the MMT system in particular because no M33 data were taken with that system. 

Many data in this work were not taken with adaptive optics, and the reasons 

for that are telling. All visible-wavelength data were taken without AO. (I will 

use visible-wavelength to mean wavelengths suitable for CCDs, which technically 

includes some invisible wavelengths.) The reasons for the difficulty of applying AO 

at visible wavelengths will become apparent in Chapter 2. Also, wide-field infrared 

data (i.e., the 0.25 square degree Ks mosaic of M33) were not taken with AO because 

the time required to cover such a huge area with fine sampling would be prohibitive. 

1.4 Outline of this work 

In Chapter 2 I describe the version of FASTTRAC used for some of the M33 ob

servations. The secondary platform which made tip-tilt correction possible at the 

Bok and Bigelow telescopes had been built and used fruitfully before I started this 

project (Close & McCarthy 1994), and I defer discussion of the platform to the 

references herein. However, my addition of the visible-wavelength wavefront sensor 

required a new optical configuration, so a complete account of the design consider

ations is in order. I begin Chapter 2 with an introduction to basic adaptive optics 

concepts and terminology before proceeding to the details of the instrument's design 
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and implementation. 

Wavefront sensing places demands on detectors which are quite different from 

the demands of normal astronomical imaging. Chapter 3 explores in detail the 

application and optimization of CCDs to wavefront sensing in general, and then 

describes and evaluates the particular system used in FASTTRAC at the 2.3 m and 

1.5 m telescopes and in FASTTRAC 2 at the MMT. 

Observations of M33 constitute the largest set of data taken with the version 

of FASTTRAC described in Chapter 2. Therefore, in the first part of Chapter 4 I 

review the M33 data with respect to FASTTRAC's performance. In particular, I 

explore the variation of stellar full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) as a function 

of guide star location, guide star brightness, seeing, and airmass. In the second part 

of Chapter 4 I use the same data to derive estimates of the effects of crowding on 

my wide-field survey of M33. 

As mentioned in the previous section, it is impossible to sample finely the global 

structure of a galaxy as apparently huge as M33. In Chapter 5 I present wide-field, 

coarsely sampled observations taken without AO, derive catalogs of the resolved 

stars, separate the stars into old and yoimg populations, and demonstrate that 

those populations have different spatial distributions. 

In Chapter 6 I do a Fourier decomposition of the catalogs created in Chapter 5. 

The analysis reveals regions of large overdensity; the existence of such regions sup

ports the theory's basic idea, but calls into question the wisdom of the common 

assumption that density waves are smsJl perturbations. I examine possible sources 

of systematic error and conclude that none of the errors could change the results 

qualitatively. Finally, I discuss the implications of these results and other corrobo

rating results in the recent literature. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE FASTTRAC INSTRUMENT 

This chapter examines the FASTTRAC design and its motivations and limitations. 

I will try to avoid a comprehensive introduction to the effects of the atmosphere on 

astronomical images and the need for adaptive optics, since many students before 

me have already written fine thesis chapters on that topic (Lloyd-Hart 1992, Dekany 

1994, Close 1995). For an aging but full treatment of the effects of the atmosphere on 

astronomical images, see Roddier (1981); for a recent treatment of adaptive optics, 

see Beckers (1993). I do, however, describe a very simple model of the atmosphere 

and of an adaptive optics system as a way of defining terms which appear later in 

the chapter. Then I justify the use of tip-tilt correction; examine the telescopes, 

optical configuration, and detectors used to implement that correction; and point 

out FASTTRAC's weaknesses and suggest possible improvements. 

A word about the use of the FASTTRAC acronym is in order. It originally 

applied only to the tip-tilt secondary mirror mount built by Don McCarthy and 

Laird Close. It does not dictate the use of any particular wavefront sensor or science 

camera, and it has in fact been used with a variety of such instruments. However, 

I will use the term "FASTTRAC" to indicate the configuration I used to take M33 

data,  which consisted of the secondary platform, the CCD wavefront sensor,  and the 
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facility infrared science camera as described below. Of these pieces, the secondary 

platform and infrared camera already existed before I started this project. My 

contribution was the CCD wavefront sensor and the optics, computer hardware, 

and software which make it useful. In this chapter I do not describe the hardware 

and software in detail; interested readers are referred to my Astromed/FASTTRAC 

User's Manual for operating instructions, and to my Astromed CCD Reference for 

a detailed hardware discussion. 

2.1 Simple models of the atmosphere and an adaptive optics 

system 

The simplest model of atmospheric turbulence involves a single layer of turbulent air 

characterized by three paxameters: the correlation length TQ, which is the length scale 

over which the mean square variation of the wavefront is less than one rad^; the wind 

velocity u; and the height h of the turbulent layer. Tq is the fundamental measure of 

seeing quality; the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of a long exposure stellar 

image is roughly ^ for large telescopes, which are defined as those which have 

D ^ Tq (for D ~ To diffiraction and the atmosphere each take their toll). Thus the 

ratio ^ is a measure of the improvement in resolution possible if the diffraction limit 

is recovered, as well as a measure of the difficulty involved in reaching that limit, TQ 

scales as A®; hereafter TQ will be quoted as seen in K band unless otherwise stated. 

At the MMT the median TQ in K band is 80 cm according to Chaffee & Cromwell 

(1990). While no comparable study has been done for Steward's 2.3 m Bok and 

1.5 m Bigelow telescopes, tjrpical seeing is perhaps 1.2" at K band, implying TQ ~ 40 

cm at that wavelength. 

The other parameters, h and v, set the speed required to do adaptive optics ef

fectively and the resulting corrected field of view. The wavefront must be corrected 
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before an uncorrelated piece of turbulcnce moves in front of the apertmre; this hap

pens in less than ^ seconds, or about 40 ms for a windspeed of 20 m/s. However, 

high-altitude wind speeds, and thus required correction rates, can vary greatly. If 

the turbulence is contained in a single layer at height h, the corrected field of view 

is roughly the angular size of Tq as seen by the telescope, or For Tq = 80 cm 

and h = 10 km, this works out to 16" in radius. This is often called the isoplanatic 

angle, although the isoplanatic angle is technically defined in terms of wavefront 

correlations rather than in terms of a usable field of view after correction. Note that 

since tq oc As, the isoplanatic angle is much smaller in the visible, namely 3" at V 

(Aeff = 0.55 /xm) for this example. For applications where field size is important, 

the infrared is therefore a much better place to do adaptive optics. 

This simple model fails in several ways. When there are multiple layers of tur

bulence {e.g. dome seeing plus high turbulence), the layers can move at different 

speeds and in different directions. The isoplanatic angle of the low-level seeing may 

be very large compared to that of high-altitude seeing, and the area over which 

correction is effective depends on how much of each layer is being corrected. The 

model also predicts too much power on scales larger than some outer scale, which 

may be noticeable at some sites with very large telescopes. A finite outer scale 

reduces the importance of large-scale aberrations such as tip-tilt (Lloyd-Hart et al. 

1995, Dekens et al. 1994). Finally, telescope optics, windshake, and imperfect track

ing all introduce wavefront errors, so that most measured FWHMs are somewhat 

larger than would be expected from atmospheric turbulence alone. Each of these 

sources of error may vary as a function of time, zenith distance, and other factors. 

A final point worth noting is that the residual errors after correction by adaptive 

optics still depend on TQ (Noll 1976), so excellent sites are still required to get the 

best images. 
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Figure 2.1: Basic layout of an adaptive optics system. Reproduced from Ryan 
(1996). 

The basic design of a generic adaptive optics system is depicted in Figure 2.1, 

which is reproduced from Ryan (1996). Starlight enters the system with a distorted 

wavefront due to the atmosphere. The distorted wavefront then encounters one or 

more optical elements which have an equal and opposite distortion imposed upon 

them. In this case, two elements are shown because most flexible, or adaptive, mir

rors do not also have the ability to tip and tilt as a whole; that job is given to a fast 

steering flat mirror. In any case, the corrected wavefront proceeds to a beamsplit

ter which feeds a wavefront sensor (WFS) and a science camera. The beamsplitter 

could in fact be a pickoff mirror, but I will refer simply to "beamsplitter" when no 

distinction is necessary. 

The wavefront sensor is responsible for measuring wavefront distortions accu

rately and getting the information to the adaptive elements quickly. Any time delay 

before application of the appropriate shape on the adaptive element will introduce 
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an error, called servo lag. The WFS has an extremely small field of view because 

it looks at one thing only—a bright star called the guide star. The guide star must 

be brighter than some limiting magnitude determined by the number of degrees of 

freedom to be measured, the time allowed for each measurement, and the through

put of the instrument. For a system correcting many degrees of freedom, there may 

not be many stars in the sky brighter than the limiting magnitude. 

The science camera takes images at high angular resolution because of the flat 

incoming wavefront. However, the science camera need not point at the guide star; 

generally the object of scientific interest is something else within the isoplanatic 

angle. Not every target of interest is within an isoplanatic angle of a star brighter 

than the limiting magnitude. In many systems, such targets simply are not observed, 

and the fraction of the sky that may be observed is called the sky coverage. To 

overcome this problem, some systems send a laser out of the telescope to create a 

bright star wherever it is desired. This is called a laser guide star, or LGS, system. 

If, however, the science target is bright enough to be used as a guide star, it is said 

to be self-referenced. The science camera may in fact be a spectrometer or anything 

else which can take advantage of a flat wavefront, but I will use the term "science 

camera" to refer this part of the instrument. 

2.2 Potential of adaptive optics versus space telescopes 

Space telescopes are generally smaller than ground-based telescopes because of the 

very high cost of making telescopes spaceworthy and launching them. ISO has an 

aperture of only 60 cm, providing roughly an order of magnitude less collecting area 

than a 2-m class telescope. HST is a 2-m class telescope, but it in turn has roughly 

an order of magnitude less collecting area than the 8-m class telescopes which will 

soon be available from the ground (one 10 m telescope is already operating). The 
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lack of collecting area in space may be compensated by a lower thermal background 

in infrared applications, but the smaller diameters of space telescopes will always 

enforce a larger diffraction limit. Adaptive optics systems can in principle reach the 

diflEraction limits of the largest groimd-based telescopes, thereby outclassing space 

telescopes, but several caveats are in order. 

First, adaptive optics is easier at longer wavelengths, and therefore most systems 

will operate at longer wavelengths. For instance, the system planned for the 6.5 m 

MMT upgrade (Lloyd-Hart et al. 1996) will operate primarily in K band for a res

olution of 0.07"; HST, although a smaller telescope, will provide better resolution 

when operating at 0.8 /xm or shortward. Second, the field of view of AO systems is 

ultimately limited by anisoplanicity. At long wavelengths this is not a fatal flaw be

cause the isoplanatic angle is larger, and because infrared array detectors are smaller 

than CCDs (although this may change as detector technology advances). However, 

at short wavelengths space telescopes will always have a much larger field of view 

than ground-based AO systems. Thus the best approach to high angular resolution 

is a strong function of wavelength; ground-based AO systems will be better at longer 

wavelengths and space telescopes will be better at shorter wavelengths. Third, space 

telescopes have a stable point spread fvmction (PSF), while the PSFs produced by 

AO systems tend to vary with conditions such as seeing and zenith angle. A stable 

PSF makes deconvolution easier and more reliable. 

Thus, space telescopes and ground-based AO systems each have their particular 

advantages; neither approach is "better" overall. Although space telescopes and 

their instruments are quite expensive compared to AO systems, they provide some 

unique capabilities. A final consideration is the limited number, and therefore lim

ited availability, of space telescopes; ground-based telescopes the size of HST and 

larger are readily available, and within a decade 8 m class telescopes will be almost 
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commonplace, whereas there will only be one HST in this time frame. 

2.3 The argument for tip-tilt correction 

One of the most important parameters to consider in correcting for atmospheric 

turbulence is the number of degrees of freedom to attempt to control. A large 

number of degrees of freedom allows for correction on finer spatial scales, producing 

better images, but a large number also implies more cost and complexity. Thus, 

it would be best not to implement any more degrees of freedom than required by 

astronomical goals. Although this analysis is a fascinating topic in itself, it is outside 

the scope of this chapter, so I merely present some results from Roddier (1990); 

interested readers are directed to the references therein, especially Noll (1976) and 

Fried (1966). 

Figure 2.2, reproduced from Roddier (1990), shows angular resolution in arc-

seconds versus wavelength in microns for several tjT)es of correction on a 2.2 m 

telescope. Although Roddier's abstract measure of resolution, Strehl seeing angle 

(SSA), is diflBcult to translate into the astronomer's favorite measure, FWHM, note 

that both measures give similar numbers for the diflfraction-limited case = 0.2" 

and SSA = 0.26" at 2.2 fim). Also note that Roddier has used an extremely favor

able value of To, which he does not specify but which is over 1 m at 2.2 fjxa according 

to the uncompensated curve. We know that TQ at Steward's 2.3 m telescope is less 

than half that size, but we can still discern the general trends. Each line is governed 

by the diflfraction limit at long wavelengths, and the upper two are governed by the 

As behavior of TQ at short wavelengths. Even at the longest wavelengths plotted, the 

diflfraction limit is not quite reached in the cases of no compensation and of tip-tilt 

correction, because of wavefront errors on small scales. Tip-tilt correction reaches 

its optimum at about 1 fim in this plot, but that shifts to longer wavelengths in 
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Figure 2.2: Resolution as a function of wavelength for various types of correction at 
a 2.2 m telescope. Reproduced from Roddier (1990). 

more realistic seeing, say 2 fim for typical seeing at the 2.3 m. 

The most striking aspect of Figure 2.2 is that correction of two degrees of freedom 

(wavefront tip and tilt) does a great deal of good, and a more complex system is 

not really necessary for longer wavelengths. This is true for 2 m class telescopes 

on good sites in K band; for instance, the Steward 1.5 m on Mount Bigelow, a 

single 1.83 m MMT telescope on Mount Hopkins, and on good nights the 2.3 m 

on Kitt Peak. At shorter wavelengths or larger telescopes or worse sites, more 

degrees of correction will be reqxiired. This implies more complicated systems which 

have several disadvantages. They cost more; they are less reliable because a failure 

may occur in any one of many subsystems; because the pupil is divided into many 

subapertures, they must use brighter guide stars, which leads to poor sky coverage 

unless a LGS is added; and they provide a smaller corrected area of sky. 

The last point, however, bears further examination. The isoplanatic angle de
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pends simply on TQ and h and therefore on the site quality and the wavelength 

(because ro in turn depends on the wavelength). Only an increase in operating 

wavelength can expand the isoplanatic angle of an AO system; the penalty for doing 

so is a larger image size, assuming the system reaches the diflSraction limit. Mea

surements of off-axis isoplanatism were performed by Lloyd-Hart et al. (1995) at 

the MMT site on Mount Hopkins using binary stars with a range of separations. 

The results indicate that at a separation of 50", the rms difference of the wavefront 

tilts is 0.02"; thus if the instantzineous point-spread fimction were a delta func

tion, the FWHM of a long exposure would be 0.05", using the fact that the rms 

of a normal distribution is 2.354 times smaller than its FWHM. Given the factor 

of ~2 worse seeing at FASTTRAC sites, one might expect the image broadening 

to be ~0.1" using a guide star 50" off-axis with FASTTRAC. However, even this 

figure is far too optimistic because Lloyd-Hart et al. noted that the finite outer scale 

at the MMT site results in a deficiency of global tilt (i.e. tilt measured over the 

entire 6.86 m aperture of the MMT). With an outer scale much larger than the 

telescope diameter—a condition which presumably holds at FASTTRAC's smaller 

telescopes—the errors should be a more than a factor of two worse. This is borne 

out by measurements of the off-axis image broadening in FASTTRAC data, which 

are presented in Subsection 4.1.2. 

2.4 Designing an instrument for tip-tilt correction 

As seen above, at 2 m class telescopes removal of wavefront slope provides the best 

results in the infrared. The natural place to start, then, is with an infrared science 

camera. Infrared cameras are, of course, very sensitive to thermal emission from the 

telescope and instrument, so it is highly desirable to minimize the number of optical 

elements in front of the infrared camera. The optical elements which are absolutely 
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necessaxy are the telescope (primary and secondary), adaptive element, and beam

splitter which feeds the wavefront sensor. There are two unobtrusive places for the 

adaptive element: as part of the secondary, or as a cold optic inside the infrared 

camera deweir. A great advantage of the internal cold steering mirror is portability 

from telescope to telescope, but it does add significant cost and complexity to the 

infrared camera, not least because a steering mirror should be at a pupil, where the 

cold stop must be located. When FASTTRAC was bom, it was necessary to use the 

facility infrared camera, so the secondary naturally became the adaptive element. 

The f/45 infrared secondary at the 2.3 m is small (~ 800^), so it is feasible to steer 

it at up to 100 Hz without vibrating the spiders. (See Close 1995 for details on 

the design of the secondary mount.) The only way to reduce the number of warm 

optical elements even further would be to build a prime-focus camera with a cold 

internal steering mirror, but that would have been a very costly endeavor. 

The next question is how to feed both science camera and wavefront sensor effec

tively. Again, this implies low thermal emission for the sake of the infrared camera, 

but it also implies high throughput to both devices. An important parameter is the 

operating wavelength of the WFS; this parameter is free because wavefront tilt is 

independent of wavelength (Wittman et al. 1992). The WFS detector must have 

very high quantum efficiency (QE) and very low read noise, for reasons discussed 

in Chapter 3. This makes silicon detectors at visible wavelengths very attractive, 

as discussed below. A dichroic beamsplitter is then ideal for feeding the WFS and 

the science camera. A pickoff mirror is imdesirable because every time it moves, the 

thermal emission coming into the infrared camera changes, making for flatfielding 

difficulties, and because it precludes self-referenced targets. There are advantages 

to the pickoff mirror, though: 100% throughput to the infrared camera (compared 

to about 85% for the dichroic), very high throughput to the WFS (over 90% for a 
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J H K, 
throughput 76% 74% 88% 

Table 2.1: Dichroic throughput in the infrared. 

mirror compared to about 40% for our original dichroic), and the option of switching 

to a visible-wavelength science camera if that ever became desirable (an admittedly 

unlikely scenario at f/45). In the end, we valued self-referencing targets and stability 

in the infrared images, so we chose the dichroic. The throughput of the dichroic in 

the infrared is summarized in Table 2.1. Its throughput in the visible was about 

40% for the first one we received, but a later version doubled that figure. 

Another option which removes the need for any warm elements other than the 

primary and secondary is to use the science camera for wavefront sensing as well. 

To do this, the infrared science camera must be able to read out a subarray rapidly 

without disturbing the vast majority of the pixels which are taking a long exposure. 

Infrared detectors cannot reach the low read noise of an optimized CCD and also 

must contend with higher background, so wavefront sensing in the infrared generally 

requires brighter guide stars. However, the single-camera system is appealing for 

its simplicity, and there are places in the sky where dust is so prevalent that no 

visible guide stars are available. For those reasons, this option has indeed been 

implemented, but after the M33 observations were taken, so I refer the interested 

reader to Close (1995) for more details. 

We have already chosen a visible-wavelength WFS; two possibilities are a charge-

coupled device (CCD) and an array of avalanche photodiodes (APDs). APDs have 

very high QE (> 80%) and essentially zero read noise. CCDs can also have very 

high QE (> 90%) if thiimed and antireflection coated, eind they have read noises 

which, while nonzero, are significantly less than the photon noise in a typical slope 
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measurement (see Chapter 3 for a discussion of the importance of read noise). The 

great advantage of the CCD is its flexibility; we can use the same CCD for wave-

front sensing of one or many subapertures. This is important because we share our 

wavefront sensing CCD with the MMT adaptive optics system, which has six sub-

apertures. A multiple-subaperture system could also be implemented at the 2.3 m 

in the future without buying a new CCD system. Finally, a CCD is convenient for 

acquiring guide stars because it has more pixels than a small array of APDs. Once 

a CCD is chosen, reimaging is required to convert the image scale produced at f/45 

(2" mm~^) to something more suited to the CCD's small (15 ixm) pixels. This is 

done with a microscope objective which provides a factor of 8 demagnification. The 

CCD is then binned by 4 to provide 1" superpixels. Finally, the wavefront sensor 

field of view must move with respect to that of the infrared camera to provide ac

cess to any nearby guide star. The CCD dewar itself is chosen to move in this case 

because it is so compact. 

The result is FASTTRAC, shown schematically in Figure 2.3. The infrared sec

ondary is mounted on a tip-tilt platform with three piezoelectric transducers (PZTs) 

whose positions are servo controlled by a PZT controller to eliminate hysteresis. The 

facility infrared camera (Rieke et al. 1993) is mounted in its normal place at the 

Cassegrain focus. A dichroic beamsplitter just above the infrared camera transmits 

the infrared and reflects visible light through a reimaging lens to the CCD, which 

is mounted on a two-axis stage. The infrared camera has a fine plate scale with 

0.23" pixels at the 90" and 0.35" pixels at the 61", as well as a coarse scale which 

is about 2.5 times larger. In nights of bad seeing, when tip-tilt correction doesn't 

offer significant improvement, wide-field imaging is an option. 
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2.5 Weaknesses and possible improvements 

There axe some disadvantages to the system as described, but some of these have 

been eliminated in later versions of FASTTRAC. Using the facility infrared camera 

greatly reduced the work involved in building FASTTRAC, but it also forced us into 

some compromises with spatial sampling and thermal background. 

Recall that the infrared camera has two plate scales, 0.23" pixel"^ and 0.60" 

pixel"^ at the 2.3 m, and that ^ at the 2.3 m is 0.2" pixel"^ at K band. The 

pixels axe two times too large to critically sample diflEraction-limited images. This 

is not a huge drawback because the diffiraction limit is seldom reached at the 2.3 m 

and because a reasonably large field is desired for M33 survey work. However, the 

scales become 0.35" pixel"^ and 0.90" pixel"^ at the 1.5 m telescope. Images are 

undersampled by the same factor, but at the 1.5 m the diffi-action limit is reached 

more often and the lack of sampling becomes more vexing. 

The wide field is useful for backup programs on nights of bad seeing, but it 

unexpectedly caused a thermal background problem. The dichroic was made large 

enough to reflect guide stars which are up to 1' away from the target in any direction, 

which was more than large enough to transmit the entire field of view of the fine scale 

(1' on a side), but not large enough to transmit the wide field (2.5' on a side). This 

was a deliberate choice, because we wajited to keep the dichroic as thin as possible 

to avoid introducing any astigmatism into the beam. Unfortunately, this resulted 

in poor baffling of thermal emission from the solid aluminum dichroic mount. The 

dewar baffles are of course large enough to let in the entire 2.5' field, dichroic mount 

and all, and this resulted in scattered light making its way through even the fine 

scale optics later in the light path. 

Table 2.2 shows the background intensity in arbitrary (but linear) units at J, 

H, and K^, in the case of no dichroic mount (the standard facility setup), with the 
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bare mount dichroic 
J 369 369 380 
H 1472 1398 1215 
K, 1540 1725 1919 

Table 2.2: Background intensity as a ftmction of wavelength and hardware. 

mount only, and with the mount plus dichroic. Thus, although we were prepared 

to suffer some extra background in Kg as a result of the warm dichroic, we actually 

suffered as much from the dichroic mount as from the dichroic itself. In H, the 

background actually decreases with the insertion of the mount; this is because the 

mount blocks airglow but has little thermal emission in H. Similarly, the additional 

insertion of the dichroic blocks even more airglow because of its low throughput in 

H. The increase with the dichroic in J is probably within the measurement error. 

A system designed from the ground up would have a dichroic significantly larger 

than the largest field of view of the infrared camera, or even a dichroic as the entrance 

window of the dewar, which eliminates one warm surface. This is the approach 

taken with FASTTCAM, a new infrared camera optimized for adaptive optics; the 

window is a tilted dichroic, but because the window requires thick glass, it is tilted 

only about 10° ••o avoid astigmatism. FASTTCAM was built after most of the M33 

observations, so it is not discussed in detail here. See Close (1995) for a thorough 

description. A reasonable measure of the total effect of the dichroic on signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) is ^ where throughput and background are relative to 
yj background 

their levels with the standard facility setup. Table 2.3 contains those numbers. 

Although some signal-to-noise is sacrificed with the addition of the dichroic, even a 

small amount of image sharpening suflfices to raise point source detectability above 

pre-FASTTRAC levels. For instance, a corrected image which is a modest 75% as 

wide as an otherwise identical uncorrected image will have a peak 0.75"^ = 1.78 
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J H K, 

S NRrfic/iroic/SNRj^-jjna/ 74% 83% 78% 

Table 2.3: Effect of dichroic on signal-to-noise of infrared images. 

times higher. When the SNR reductions of Table 2.3 are taken into account, the 

total effect is to raise the SNR 32% to 48%, depending on the wavelength. However, 

that calculation is a worst-case scenario because it assumes that photon noise is the 

only limit to detectability. In many FASTTRAC applications, the true limit is set 

by confusion of nearby objects, so the increase in background is not a penalty. See 

Close (1995) for further discussion of detection limits for various systems including 

FASTTRAC; I have done only a crude calculation because for the M33 project the 

limiting factor is confusion. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OPTIMIZING CCDS FOR WAVEFRONT 

SENSING 

The demands that wavefront sensing places on CCD performance are quite different 

from those of normal astronomical imaging. In this chapter I introduce the general 

approach to wavefront sensing and then examine the importance of format, quantum 

efficiency (QE), dark current, read noise, speed, charge transfer efficiency (CTE), 

modulation transfer function (MTF), and full well with respect to that approach. 

Finally, I describe the controller and device used with the FASTTRAC wavefront 

sensor and evaluate it according to these criteria. 

I will assume the reader knows the basics of CCD operation; I will, however, 

explain some of the more arcane terms. For an introduction to CCDs in an astro

nomical context, see Rieke (1994); for a full examination of all CCD applications, 

see Theuwissen (1995). A very good, but hard to find, general CCD resource is 

Janesick (1994). In this chapter my aim is not to consider all possible applications 

of CCDs in adaptive optics, but to explore FASTTRAC's wavefront sensing require

ments thoroughly and to provide an assessment of the device and system currently 

used. 
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3.1 General approach 

Changes in wavefront slope cause image motion. For a tip-tilt system such as FAST-

TRAC, the wavefront sensor simply measures image motion. Most, but by no meajis 

all, of the more complicated systems work by dividing the telescope pupil into sub-

apertures and measuring the wavefront slope across each subaperture. Thus the 

fundamental task is the same, but some parameters, such as the size of the image 

formed by the subaperture, vary greatly depending on the number of subapertures 

and their size. Throughout the rest of this chapter I will assume a large subaperture 

with a seeing-limited image. 

The standard approach to measuring image centroids, which is the approach I 

take with the FASTTRAC CCD wavefront sensor, is to use a two-pixel by two-pixel 

area as a quad cell. The motivation is to minimize the number of pixels required, 

for two reasons. First, fewer pixels imply faster read time and less error due to servo 

lag. Second, the number of photons available from any particular guide star is fixed, 

but the total error due to read noise increases as the square root of the number of 

pixels. Therefore it is best to localize the guide star to as few pixels as possible. 

The only way to do this with a square-format detector is to use a quad cell. 

Clearly quad cells have disadvantages. Once a star wanders significantly off the 

crosshairs, the quad cell is fairly insensitive to further motion, whereas a centroid 

box with more pixels will not lose its sensitivity to motion unless the star wanders 

all the way to the edge. Accuracy is also lost if the seeing is poor enough to allow 

some light to spill over the edges of the centroid box, and quad cells are again 

at a disadvantage. For bright guide stars, photon noise completely dominates read 

noise, and one of the two rationales for quad cells disappears. It is extremely difficult 

for multiple subaperture systems to adjust the number of pixels per centroid box 

according to conditions, since the positions of subapertures are rigidly mapped out 
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and may be fairly tightly squeezed onto the device. FASTTRAC can afford to 

be flexible since there is only one aperture and there is plenty of spare room on 

the detector, so on occasion larger centroid boxes have been used. However, I will 

confine my analysis in this chapter to the case of a quad cell. 

A readout strategy must also be chosen. In most imaging applications, a shutter 

is used to control the exposure time and prevent photons from entering the device 

during readout, but even if reliable shutters were available at the necessary speed, 

photon-hungry adaptive optics systems prefer to have the shutter open all the time. 

The solution is to use frame transfer; the transfer speed must be sufficient not to 

streak the images. In multiple subaperture systems, multiple amplifiers are used to 

attain the necessary frame rate. It is easy for a silicon foundry to produce devices 

with many amplifiers, up to two per row of pixels, but this presents an enormous 

challenge to the controller builders who must control all the amplifiers in parallel, 

reassemble the data in the right order, and compensate for differences among the 

amplifiers. With a large budget, this is still the way to go, though, because simply 

boosting the pixel rate through one amplifier results in increased read noise. 

3.2 CCD characteristics 

In this section I examine various aspects of CCD systems and their importance to 

wavefront sensing. 

3.2.1 Format 

Astronomical CCDs are evolving toward ever larger formats; in fact, they are the 

largest integrated circuits in the world (Lesser 1996). The driving factor is the large 

size of telescope focal planes, which at 30 cm or more are much larger than the 10 

cm diameter wafer size which until recently has been the silicon industry standard. 

To make up for this gap, numerous cameras with CCD mosaics have been and 
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are being built (e.g., Tyson et al. 1996, McLeod et al. 1996). However, wavefront 

sensing CCDs run counter to this trend. They need only be large enough to image 

all the subapertures with enough space in between to preclude any overlap, although 

adding a storage section for frame transfer doubles the size requirement. There are 

several reasons for making a wavefront sensing CCD no larger than is required. 

Foremost is cost; a small device such as the 64x128 used in FASTTRAC can be 

piggybacked, or fit onto the edges of a circular wafer containing large rectangular 

devices, for nominal cost. Also important is minimizing the capacitance of the gates, 

since a small capacitance can be driven faster, and speed is important in wavefront 

sensing. A large device generally has more capacitance than a small device and 

must be clocked more slowly. As adaptive optics systems become more ambitious, 

with more subapertures, wavefront-sensing CCDs must become larger, but they will 

probably never catch up with astronomical imaging CCDs. The reason is that the 

cost of the electronics required to read out a large CCD rapidly will limit the size of 

wavefront-sensing CCDs, while a long read time is acceptable in wide-field imaging. 

3.2.2 Quantum efficiency 

QE, as the final component of system throughput, is very important for both ap

plications, but whereas the t5T)ical astronomer can make up for poor QE with more 

integration time, adaptive optics systems do not have this luxury because more in

tegration time means more servo lag in the system. Therefore, QE takes on a very 

important role, which is examined quantitatively in Subsection 3.2.4. Because QE 

is inherent in the device rather than the accompanying electronics, it is perhaps the 

most important consideration in evaluating devices. Typical front-illuminated de

vices peak at about 50% QE; thinning and antirefiection (AR) coating for backside 

illumination is necessary for the best QE (about 90% broadband). Thinning and 

AR coating for back illumination can be an expensive process, so for some appli
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cations open-pin or virtual phase devices, which are manufactured with less of the 

gate structure which hurts front-illuminated QE, may be an option. However, these 

technologies generally achieve no better than 60% QE and come with problems of 

their own, so given the paramount importance of QE in adaptive optics it is wise to 

invest in a back-illuminated device. 

3.2.3 Dark current 

Dark current is much less important in adaptive optics applications than in normal 

astronomical applications because of the extremely short exposure times involved. 

At a typical frame rate of 50 Hz, dark currents as high as 50 e~ sec~^ will produce 

no more than 1 e~ noise per pixel, which is small compared to the photon and read 

noise. Such high levels of dark current would be intolerable in astronomical imaging 

and especially spectroscopy. 

3.2.4 Read noise 

Read noise is fairly unimportant in most astronomical imaging devices if it is present 

at the usual 10 e- level. The reason is simply that shot noise from sky photons 

detected in a typical exposure is much larger than read noise. For example, a three 

minute exposure with the 2k CCD at the 90" in R band yields about 1000 sky 

photons per pixel; the sky noise is thus about 32 e-, much more than the read noise 

of 7 e-. The read noise is equal to the sky noise only for exposures shorter than 

9 seconds! The overall performance would suffer very little even if the read noise 

were doubled. (In spectroscopy, however, read noise can dominate photon noise 

because the incoming photons are distributed so sparsely over the detector.) By 

the same token, because adaptive optics and speckle applications require exposures 

much less than nine seconds, it is clear that read noise dominates sky noise. Read 

noise should not, however, be allowed to dominate shot noise from the guide star 
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Figure 3.1: Relative magnitude of the faintest usable guide star as a function of 
CCD read noise and quantum efficiency. Actual magnitude depends on telescope 
size, exposure time, and system throughput. 

itself, which is the fundamental limit to centroid accuracy. For a quad cell centroid, 

the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is , where m is the read noise and n is the 

total number of photoelectrons in the four pixels. Even with no read noise, at least 

ICQ photoelectrons are required for a SNR of 10, producing 5 e~ shot noise per 

pixel. 

Although the read noise of a device sets the required number of photoelectrons, 

the required number of incident photons is a factor of ^ larger. The interplay 

between QE and read noise is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, which shows the relative 

magnitudes of the faintest usable quide star for CCDs of various read noises and 

quantum efficiencies, where usable is defined as producing a centroid SNR of ten. 

Relative magnitudes are given so that device characteristics may be examined inde

pendently of telescope size, exposure time, or system throughput. Fig. 3.1 demon
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strates that, when the goal is to minimize the number of incident photons required 

{i.e. use the faintest guide stars possible), doubling the QE (a realistic expectation 

with backside illumination and AR coating) is better than halving the read noise. 

This is simply because the total noise does not scale linearly with read noise—photon 

noise also takes its toll—whereas the signal does increase linearly with QE. At low 

read noise the effect becomes remarkable: A device with 80% QE and 7 e~ read 

noise requires the same number of photons as a device with 40% QE and zero read 

noise, a remarkable comparison considering the diflBculty of eliminating the last few 

electrons of read noise. Put another way, doubling the QE always gains 0.75 mag

nitudes; halving the read noise has a variable effect, but going from a reasonable 6 

e~ to a very demanding 3 e~ buys only 0.37 magnitudes. 

3.2.5 Speed 

CCD readout time, to the typical astronomer, determines how efficiently telescope 

time may be used, but does not impose a linut to the quality of the data taken. 

In adaptive optics applications, however, the readout time of the wavefront sensing 

CCD does affect the quality. The mean square phase error due to servo lag is (Fried 

1990) 

A2 = (F)F (3-1) 

where r is the servo lag in the system and all constants are absorbed into TQ, which 

is defined as 0.31^. Requiring that the mean square phase error be less than one 

thus requires that 

T < 0.31— (3 - 2) 
V 

which comes to 12.4 ms for vq = 40 cm and u = 10 m s~^. Technically Equation 

(3-1) describes a system which updates continuously but with lag time r, but I will 

use it to describe the more realistic situation of one update per exposure, with the 
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understanding that the servo lag is measured from the midpoint of the exposure. I 

will use Te to describe the servo lag due to nonzero exposure time, and te = 2re to 

describe the exposure time itself. 

It would appear desirable to make r as small as possible, but astronomers and 

engineers might disagree on this issue. The components of r are delay due to nonzero 

exposure time, Te = the time taken by the controller to read the CCD, the 

time taken by the computer to calculate the centroid and output the result, Tc, and 

the response time of the adaptive element, Ta- In practice the biggest components 

are exposure time and read time. A smaller exposure time requires brighter guide 

stars and that implies less sky coverage (except for LGS systems). Astronomers 

generally opt to push the system to the faintest possible guide stars, despite the 

increased error from servo lag, because most targets of interest do not happen to lie 

near very bright stars. Thus servo lag may be dominated not by the response of the 

system electronics and optics, + Tc + Ta, but simply by Tg. Time and money 

spent to squeeze a few ms out of might well be wasted because of this tendency. 

Specific numbers relevant to FASTTRAC will be discussed in Subsection 3.4.5. 

CCD readout strategy provides another consideration. In a normal frame trans

fer scheme, photons fall on the image section while the storage section is read out, 

so at a minimum te = hence Te = ^. For very bright stars—perhaps including a 

LGS for those systems which have one—shorter exposure times would not incur a 

photon noise penalty, so one might consider decreasing the exposure time by flush

ing the entire device after a read. However, this results in a limited reduction in 

r, from |rr + Tc + To using the minimum exposure time with normal frame transfer 

(tc = ^) to ~ Tr+Tc+Ta in the latter readout scheme. Therefore the latter strategy 

is not employed in the FASTTRAC system. 
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Figure 3.2: Pixel overlap arises when deep photoelectrons diSuse into adjacent pixels 
before being collected. Reproduced from Janesick (1994). 

3.2.6 Modulation transfer function 

MTF is essentially a measure of pixel overlap. Fig. 3.2, reproduced from Janesick 

(1994), shows how pixel overlap arises from charge diflFusion. In this illustration of 

a front-illuminated CCD, photons enter from the left; the surface of the device is 

the dark vertical bar. The horizontal line indicates a pixel boundary, but recall that 

pixels are defined only by the gates and not by any structure under the surface. 

The curve indicates the electric potential as a function of depth; photoelectrons of 

course migrate to the highest potential. But if a photoelectron is produced deep 

inside, it must take quite a random walk before it finds an increasing potential, and 

that random walk may take it into another pixel's potential well. Also shown is an 

extremely deep photoelectron recombining before it reaches an increasing potential, 

but that corresponds to a loss of QE rather than a source of pixel overlap. Pixel 

overlap increases with wavelength because longer wavelengths penetrate farther than 

shorter wavelengths. 

Pixel overlap results in a loss of contrast, which is a cause for concern when 
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trjdng to measure centroids with only a quad cell. MTF is a measure of pixel 

overlap in which a sinusoidally varjdng target is imaged onto the device such that 

every other column sees the peaks and every other column sees the troughs. The 

MTF is defined as the difference in intensity between the bright and dark columns, 

normalized by the intensity of the bright colunms. The maximum possible MTF is 

0.63 because of the sinusoidal target. (Another approach is to use a square-wave 

target so that the maximum possible is unity; this is called the contrast transfer 

function or CTF.) This is of course a very difficult measurement to make; Janesick 

(1994) indicates that at 0.7/im a typical front-illuminated device will have an MTF 

of about 0.51, or about 80% of the maximum possible. Note that the definition of 

MTF is the same as the definition of a one-dimensional centroid, so that if a guide 

star is measured found to be 0.51 pixels off the center of the quad cell in one axis, 

it is likely to actually be 0.63 pixels off, for an error of 20%. In practice, though, 

the dark pixel will not be surrounded by bright pixels on both sides; this brings the 

measured centroid to 0.55 for a 13% error. 

This is still quite a large error, and little can be done to the device to improve 

it. The best way to avoid MTF problems is in the optical design, where care should 

be taken to make the pixels smaller than any other dimension of interest, such as 

the size of the seeing disk. This is generally true of astronomical CCDs, where a 

typical pixel size of 15 ^^m compares favorably with a seeing disk of 150 /xm, to use 

the 90" and 61" telescopes as an example. Users who don't need the fine sampling 

may bin during readout to get large superpixels with very small overlap. Only the 

small seeing disks produced at prime focus and by focal reducers are in danger of 

some blurring at long wavelengths. Similarly, if for any reason a wavefront sensing 

CCD is designed to operate unbinned, care must be taken to insure that the MTF 

at the wavelength of choice is sufficient to prevent any degradation of centroid SNR. 
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In practice, this means moving to a shorter wavelength; at 0.5 /xm photons are 

absorbed so close to the surface that the MTF does not depart noticeably from 

its theoretical maximum. Finally, it should be noted that the error from imperfect 

MTF is systematic; it will always result in a measured centroid closer to zero than 

the actual centroid. Its effects may therefore be mitigated somewhat by increasing 

the consteint which relates centroid motion to adaptive element motion. Although 

this constant can be, and is, calculated for each system, in practice it is tuned to 

get the best results. 

MTF is often worse in back-illuminated devices, since most photoelectrons are 

produced near the siirface through which photons enter. The wavelength dependence 

is reversed for back-illimiinated devices; MTF will be worse in the blue since the 

shorter wavelengths are absorbed especially near the surface. However, reduced 

MTF is not a compelling reason to avoid back-illuminated devices. Reduced MTF 

can always be compensated for by binning, but there is no substitute for higher QE. 

3.2.7 Charge transfer eflficiency (CTE) 

The great success of large astronomical CCDs rests on their fantastic CTE. If a 

charge packet is transferred n times, a fraction 

CTET' w 1 - nCTE (3 - 3) 

are lost, so it is amazing that devices thousands of pixels on a side even exist. 

CTE requirements depend on device size according to formula (3-3). For instance, 

if 2% loss is acceptable, a 2k CCD, which requires 4000 transfers for the remotest 

pixel, must have a CTE of 0.999995. (These values of CTE justify the use of the 

second part of formula (3-3), despite such a large n.) With a 64x128 device, only 

0.9999 is required. To the extent that wavefront sensors tend to be small, this 

relaxes CTE requirements, but as astronomers become more ambitious and build 
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Figure 3.3: A self-portrait of the dewar. 

systems with more subapertures reqiiiring more pixels in the WFS camera, CTE 

requirements for wavefront sensors will rise. They will probably never catch up with 

wide-field imaging CCDs however, which also keep getting bigger. Furthermore, 

imperfect CTE results in large-scale flatfielding errors in large imaging arrays, but 

in wavefront sensing flatfielding is not so important. 

3.2.8 Full well 

A large full well is very useful in normal astronomical imaging applications. It allows 

longer exposures, thus capturing fainter objects, without losing information about 

the brighter objects, which is often important in photometric calibration—standard 

stars tend to be bright—and in any project in which it is important to have a large 

dynamic range. However, increasing the upper end of the dynamic range is not a 

concern in wavefront sensing, where there are always too few photons. A very bright 

guide star simply allows shorter exposures, thus trimming the servo lag. Therefore 

full well will not be considered in the following section. 

3.3 Controller and device description 

FASTTRAC's wavefront sensor uses an Astromed Ltd. 4200 controller (McKay 

1993) and a front-illuminated 64x128 15 /xm pixel"^ Loral CCD designed by John 

Geary of the CfA and piggybacked on a run of larger devices. A self-portrait of 

the original dewar is shown in Figure 3.3. The dewar is quite small because it is 



Figure 3.4: The CCD. The rectangular light-sensitive area is just less than Imm by 
2mm. 

thermoelectricaJly cooled; the key provides a sense of scale. The camera lens is not 

normally attached. A preamplifier card attached to the back of the dewar boosts the 

analog signals which axe sent over a roughly 2 m cable to the controller, which has a 

transputer-based digital signal processor (DSP). Further amplification and conver

sion to digital signals via an analog-to-digitaJ converter (ADC) takes place in this 

box. Digitized data are sent over a long (roughly 18 m) cable to another transputer 

which resides in a card in a stajidard 586-based personal computer (PC) named 

Fred. Fred performs sky subtraction on the images before calculating centroids and 

sending appropriate values to a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), which maintains 

the appropriate voltages on the PZT controller inputs. (In an earlier version, Fred 

contained an array of transputers which intercepted the data as they passed from 

controller to PC card and performed all the necessary calculations, but that topic 

is too painful to discuss.) 

The CCD, shown in its package in Figure .3.4, has four amplifiers and four sets 

of parallel clocks. The original idea was to read all four amplifiers simultaneously 
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Figure 3.5: Proposed frame transfer scheme. 

using the frame transfer scheme depicted in Figure 3.5. However, the expense of 

the necessary electronics was never undertaken; a standard frame transfer scheme 

and a single amplifier has always been used. The CCD has never been masked, so 

some photon noise is contributed by sky photons which fall on the "storage" section 

during readout. 

The WFS optics provide an image scale of about 60^, so the device is binned 

by a factor of four to get roughly 1" pixels. This binning also eliminates any MTF 

problems which might occur from operating at slightly long wavelengths (the device's 

QE peaks at about 0.7^m). This reduces the number of pixels read to 16x16, or 

256. 
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Figure 3.6: Quantum efficiency of the first-generation device. 

3.4 Controller and device evaluation 

3.4.1 Quantum efficiency 

The QE of the current device has not been measured, but the QE curve for a device 

from the same family is shown in Figure 3.6. This QE is expected for a front-

illuminated device. This relatively low QE is easily fixed by a moderate amotmt 

of money invested in thinning and AR coating, which however was not available in 

time for these observations. 

3.4.2 Dark current 

The dark current is very high for an imaging CCD, about 50 e~ sec~^ but this is 

not a big problem at the exposure times typical of adaptive optics. At the maximum 

FASTTRAC rate of nearly 100 Hz, for example, this dark current represents a noise 

of about \/^ = 0.7 e~ to be added in quadrature to other sources of noise; this is 

reflected in the noise budget discussed in the following section. A discussion of how 
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Figure 3.7: Photon transfer curve. 

binning and frame transfer increase the inaportance of dark current in operation at 

the telescope is deferred until Subsection 3.4.4. 

3.4.3 Read noise—laboratory evaluation 

Before discussing the noise budget, I briefly describe the noise minimization process. 

To quote a noise in electrons, one must know the conversion factor between the 

digital numbers (DN) which come out of the ADC and electrons, which is commonly 

called the gain. I used photon transfer curves (PTCs), which are simply plots of 

noise versus signal in units of DN, to measure this number; a sample PTC is shown 

in Figure 3.7. At large signal levels photon noise dominates read noise and the 

points fall on a line with a slope of 0.5 on a log-log plot. The interception of this 

line with the x axis is the gain in electrons per DN, which is 4.0 in Figure 3.7. The 

read noise is simply the noise at essentially zero signal, which is 2.0 DN or 8.0 e~ in 

the figure. Of course, the points fall significantly off the line at low signals because 
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Source e rms 

Amplifier 5.0 
Dark current 0.7 
Electronics 2.9 
Spurious charge (parallel) 2.3 
Spurious charge (serial) 0.0 
Total 6.2 

Table 3.1: Noise budget for CCD readout. 

read noise, which is independent of signal level, dominates in this regime. Once I 

had calibrated the gain, I varied paxameters which do not affect the gain, e.g. the 

clock voltages, and found the values which resulted in the lowest noise. (Note that 

the clock voltages should not affect the read noise either, but the clocks can generate 

spurious charge which contributes to the total noise. For the rest of this chapter 

I include such contributions to the total noise under the general heading of "read 

noise.") Then I varied parameters which affect the gain, such as amplifier voltages, 

recalibrated the gain with another PTC, and repeated the process. 

The final noise level was—and continues to be—6-7 e~ with a read time of 12 

fjs pixel"^. The data in Figure 3.7 were taken with a read time of 15.6 fjs pixel"\ 

indicating that the noise was not better at lower speeds. The noise budget is summa

rized in Table 3.1 (recall that, unlike a normal budget, the terms add in quadrature). 

An explanation of some of the terms and how I measured them is in order. First, 

the total noise is measured from bias frames. Electronics noise is self-explanatory; 

it is measured from frames taken with the detector removed from the controller 

entirely. Dark current is of course measured from a long dark exposure, and the 

noise it contributes is calculated assuming Poisson statistics and the minimum ex

posure time of 11 ms (Subsection 3.4.5). Spurious charge is charge generated by 

the clocks themselves; they induce such high electric fields that charge is generated 
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unless their voltages are very carefully adjusted. Spurious charge generated by the 

parallel clocks is measured by reversing them and watching for a reduction in noise. 

Then the serial clocks are also reversed and a fiirther reduction in noise is indicative 

that they generate spurious charge. After the variances of all these sources of noise 

are subtracted from the total noise variance, what is left is the variance of the read 

noise of the amplifier. 

3.4.4 Read noise—^telescope evaluation 

Some sources of noise appear only at the telescope and not in the laboratory; it is 

very important to address them. Some of these are not technically read noise, but 

since they contribute to the total noise they will all be covered in this subsection. 

Telescopes can be electronically hostile environments; there are always more com

puters and other devices operating in a control room or chamber than in a downtown 

laboratory, and the best way to set up electronics for minimum interference is not al

ways clear. This sometimes shows up in CCD images in the form of "fringes" which 

shift across a series of images. Almost all of these problems are avoidable with a 

single point ground. The dewar must be electrically isolated from the telescope or 

a nasty ground loop will result. Initial measurements of the Astromed CCD system 

at several telescopes indicated that the read noise was about 13 e~, or about twice 

the noise measured in the lab. This was solved by unplugging the controller from 

the power outlets in the telescope chamber and running a long extension cord from 

the controller computer power strip to the chamber instead. Since the computer 

and the controller communicate over a standard RS-422 connection and not over a 

fiberoptic link (as many systems now employ), a ground loop was set up when the 

controller was plugged into a chamber outlet. 

As mentioned above, only 256 superpixels are read while wavefront sensing. I 

chose to evaluate the device while unbinned, to provide many more pixels for better 
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Source e rms 

Amplifier 5.0 
Dark current 4.0 
Electronics 2.9 
Spurious charge (parallel) 4.6 
Spurious charge (serial) 0.0 
Sky (full moon) 5.1 
Total 9.8 

Table 3.2: Revised noise budget at the telescope. 

statistics. The major difference is that each superpixel contains sixteen times the 

dark current of an imbinned pixel, or four times the dark current noise. Furthermore, 

the true integration time for dark current includes not only the exposure time but 

also the read time, since dark current accumulates in the storage section as well as 

the image section. This effect applies another factor of two to the dark current, or a 

factor of to the dark current noise, if the exposure time is equal to the read time. 

Thus the true dark current noise must rise to 4.0 e~ which brings the total noise 

from 6.2 e~ to 7.3 e~. This argument also applies to spurious charge, since binning 

does not change the number of transfers; however spurious charge generated by the 

parallel and serial clocks must be treated separately. Each superpixel contains four 

times the unbinned amount of each kind of spurious charge, or twice the noise. 

Spurious charge noise thus rises to 4.6 e~, which brings the total noise from 7.3 e~ 

to to 8.3 e~. 

Finally, the moon takes its toll because, as an infrared imager, FASTTRAC is 

always scheduled for bright time. The brightness of the night sky rises to about 

17 magnitudes per square arcsecond during a full moon (Allen 1973). This implies 

20 photoelectrons per pixel for tjrpical FASTTRAC parameters (2.28 m telescope, 

throughput of 15%, exposure time of 33 ms, and superpixel size of 1"). In fact, since 
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the device is unmasked, sky photons fall on the storage section during readout, 

which effectively adds 11 ms, the read time, to the exposure time for moonlight; 

this increases the number of photoelectrons per pixel to 26, which implies 5.1 e~ of 

noise. Adding this in quadrature to 8.3 e~ results in 9.8 e~. All these numbers are 

compiled in Table 3.2, the revised noise budget at the telescope. 

It seems that there are many sources of noise, some of which are easy to attack. 

However, the very presence of multiple sources added in quadrature makes the total 

difficult to bring down. For instance, the dark current could come down by two 

orders of magnitude by using multi-pin phase (MPP), which is possible with the 

current device, but which has never been implemented with the Astromed controller. 

However, completely eliminating dark current would bring the total down less than 

1 e~, to 9.0 e~. Eliminating dark current and spurious charge would bring the total 

down to 7.7 e~, but that represents a practical limit, since the moon will always be a 

factor and seriously reducing amplifier or electronics noise would require substantial 

hardware changes. 

3.4.5 Speed 

The Astromed controller's pixel rate is selectable; I run it at 12 pixel"^ because 

its ADC requires a 10 fis settling time. However, the system has overheads which 

keep the frame time well above the time required to clock and read charge packets. 

One of the sources of overhead is 1.6 /is per row to transmit the data to the PC, 

but the source of the vast majority of the overhead is unknown. The time budget 

is summarized in Table 3.3. The total of 256 12 fis reads and 128 8 fis parallel 

transfers is 4.1 ms. The actual frame time is 11 ms. The controller is theoretically 

capable of 6 ixs pixel"^ with two ADCs taking turns, but due to the overheads 

doing so decreases the frame time negligibly (about 1 ms). Therefore, I continue 

to use 12 pixel"Another feature of the overhead is that reading subarrays is 
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Operation Time ( f i s )  Number Total 

Readout 12 256 3072 

Parallel transfer 8 128 1024 
Send row of data to PC 1.6 16 26 
Overhead - - 6878 

Total 11000 

Table 3.3: Time budget for CCD readout. 

no faster than reading the whole device. Therefore, I do not read a 2x2 subarray 

when running FASTTRAC. However, even if it were faster, reading a 2x2 subarray 

would not be the best option for several reasons. The first row and the first column 

read out tend to be "hot", extra pixels are useful for judging when sky brightness 

variations require a new sky frame, and extra pixels are also useful for acquisition 

when wobbling back from a sky frame. 

The frame time of 11 ms, implying a servo lag of 16.5 ms from the midpoint 

of the exposure to the end of the readout, may seem like an eternity compared to 

wavefront sensors in most adaptive optics instruments. However, the astronomical 

urge to look at targets with faint guide stars must be considered. As a rough guide, 

consider what is required to achieve 50% sky coverage. Given a maximum guide 

star separation from the target of 1' and using Allen's (1973) table of the apparent 

magnitude distribution of stars, a limiting magnitude of about 15 is required for sky 

coverage better than 50% for galactic latitudes below 30°. (In practice, observers 

have used FASTTRAC with significantly fainter stars.) Also given an aperture of 

2.28 m, a throughput of 15%, a QE of 50%, and a noise of 9.4 e~, 33 ms are 

required to meet the signal-to-noise criterion outlined in Subsection 3.2.4 for a 15"* 

star. A mythical controller with = 0 would still have a servo lag of Te = 16.5 

ms. The Astromed controller's servo lag in this case is Te + Tr = 27.5 ms. In both 
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cases additional servo lag would be incurred by computation and adaptive element 

response time. There is clearly plenty of room for improvement, but on the other 

hand the mythical controller is clearly not worth the expense given the limit provided 

by Te = 16.5 ms. A better investment would be a thinned and AR-coated detector, 

which with twice the QE would imply in this case tg = 16.5 ms, = 8.25 ms, and 

thus even with the present controller a servo lag of Tg + Tr = 19.25 ms. 

Further errors are introduced by the nonzero (8 //s) parallel transfer time. During 

frame transfer, which is simply 64 consecutive parallel transfers, light falls on the 

wrong superpixel during || of the frame transfer time, or 480 ij,s. This is effectively 

a loss of 480 fis of exposure time, which is a 4% loss for the minimum exposure 

time of 11 ms. Furthermore, a centroid error is induced when guide star light falls 

on the wrong part of the quad cell. Like imperfect MTF, this is a smearing effect 

which introduces a systematic error in which the absolute value of the measured 

centroid will be smaller than the absolute value of the true centroid (although the 

error vanishes when the star is perfectly centered). A random error is introduced 

only if the star moves significantly on the timescale of this incorrect illumination, 

which is the time taken to transfer a superpixel. This requires only 32^s, so the 

random error is negligible. Taking into account the 32fis of incorrect illumination, 

the maximum size of the systematic error is 1 — ffHf, where e is the exposure time 

in fMS. For the minimum exposure time, this error is 0.6%. 

3.4.6 Charge transfer efficiency 

CTE is a vexing measurement to make with the current dewar. A rigorous way to 

do it is to expose the CCD to x-rays of well-known energy, which produce highly 

localized groups of photoelectrons, 3.65 of them per eV of x-ray energy. The industry 

favorite is an Fe®® source producing 5.9 keV photons, each of which produce 1616 

e~ in a volume much smaller than a single pixel when absorbed. Upon readout, 
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most pixels axe dark, but a few are not; the number of electrons in them is easily 

calculated from the known gain of the system. The difference between that number 

and 1616 is therefore the charge loss incurred during the transfers necessary to read 

that pixel. The difficulties arise in the fact that the x-rays are absorbed by the 

dewax window, so that a special dewar must be constructed with the x-ray source 

inside, a project which was beyond our resources. However, x-rays can be sent into 

an unmodified dewar when a particles from an ordinary smoke detector strike the 

dewar. The resulting charge packets are also very localized, but contain varying 

amounts of charge. Thus CTE cannot be measured as rigorously as with the direct 

Fe®® source, but poor CTE can be identified in the form of trailing charge. Such an 

analysis conducted on the system revealed no trailing charge. 

3.4.7 Summary 

Two shortcomings of the system stand out above all other considerations. First, 

the QE is limited due to the front-illumination of the device. A back-illuminated 

version was planned but still has not been implemented. One consideration is that 

the techniques used to handle devices during thinning may need some rethinking 

with such a small device; there is no such thing as an "off-the shelf' thinned 64x128 

device. Although that problem is not fundamental, it has been a slowing factor. 

Why not buy a larger device that is available off-the-shelf in a back-illuminated 

version? That involves the second shortcoming, the Astromed controller's lack of 

speed. The read time for the 64x128 is already on the edge of acceptability, and it 

slows down more for larger devices, even if it only reads a subarray. Although this 

problem is masked somewhat by the fairly long exposure times generally employed 

by FASTTRAC observers, it still contributes significantly to servo lag. These two 

problems work together to prevent progress; as long as the QE is low, there is little 

incentive to increase the speed since most guide stars will require long exposures 
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anyway, and as long as the controller is slow there is little incentive to increase 

the QE since exposures must be 11 ms or longer anyway. Installation of a back-

illuminated device will therefore strongly encourage some progress on the speed 

issue. 

Although the final noise figure, 9.8 e~, seems high enough to be a problem, in fact 

it is not a powerful limiting factor. FASTTRAC will always operate during bright 

time; add even a few electrons read noise to the sky noise and 7 e~ becomes the 

absolute floor. A glance at Figure 3.1 shows that reducing the noise to 7 e~ gains 

about 0.25*", but doubling the QE gains 0.75"*. Backside illumination is a much 

better direction to channel any resources which become available for an upgrade. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FASTTRAC OBSERVATIONS OF M33 

This chapter describes FASTTRAC observations of M33, which will be used for 

two purposes. First, I show that FASTTRAC does increase angular resolution, and 

discuss the benefits and limitations of FASTTRAC from an observer's point of view. 

Second, I use the data to estimate the effects of crowding incurred in a more coarsely 

sampled survey. It is critical that the results of the large-area survey described in 

Chapter 5 be robust against the effects of crowding. All data presented were taken 

at the 61" telescope during the 28 January to 7 February 1995 run. 

I will not present pretty "before" and "after" pictures because very few M33 data 

were taken with FASTTRAC off. Also, most M33 stars are visible only after multiple 

frames are stacked, so the odd frame without tip-tilt correction does not show many 

stars. Globular cluster fields are much better for assessing performance, but the 

primary purpose of the observing nm was to gather good M33 data. However, the 

sky frames taken at random offsets from the M33 fields often contain foreground 

stars, and these stars are used to estimate the uncorrected resolution. 
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4.1 Performance 

4.1.1 Approach 

There are two approaches to assessing FASTTRAC's performance. One approach 

would examine image motion, because that is what this system is trying to reduce. 

The other would examine the image sharpness of long exposures, because that is 

the ultimate motivation for building such a system. This chapter will take the 

latter approach, because image sharpness is extremely important in observing the 

confiision-limited fields of M33; because sharpness includes some important effects 

which image motion criteria exclude, such as infrared camera optics; and because 

there is no measure of image motion apart from that provided by the device being 

assessed. 

The next question is then how to quantify image sharpness. Astronomers like to 

use FWHM, but adaptive optics workers prefer Strehl ratio, the ratio of the peak 

intensity to the peak intensity of a perfect image containing the same energy. This 

is natural, because a measurement of size provides easy comparisons to the angular, 

and thus physical, sizes of the things that astronomers observe, while Strehl ratio 

provides easy comparisons to perfect imaging. FWHM will be used here because 

angular size is very important for a stellar population study of M33 and Strehl ratio 

less so; because the large pixel size used doesn't allow easy measurement of Strehl 

ratio; and because a rough comparison to diflfraction-limited imaging may still be 

made by taking the ratio of FWHM to Although the wisdom of fitting Gaussians 

to images which are supposed to be sharper than those provided by the atmosphere 

and which may be undersampled may be questioned, the universality of Gaussian-

fitting software among astronomers is a powerful incentive; quoting the FWHM 

of the best fit Gaussian allows for very easy comparison with almost all digital 

astronomical imaging. For the remainder of this chapter, then, image sharpness is 
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Figure 4.1: An M33 field with the guide star at upper right. 

measured by the FWHM of the best fit Gaussian. 

4.1.2 Isoplanicity and optics 

Isoplanicity is the tendency of nearly adjacent optical paths through the atmosphere 

to experience nearly the same wavefront distortion. Hence wavefront corrections 

done on the basis of measurements of one star tend to be valid for nearby stars as 

well, up to some distance which is referred to as the isoplanatic angle. The presence 

of anisoplanicity is a major limit to the usefulness of adaptive optics because today's 

large format detectors can easily cover more than an isoplanatic angle of sky. This 

is especially true at visible wavelengths, where the isoplanatic angle is small and the 

detectors are large; the near-infrared provides a better match between detector size 

and isoplanatic angle. 

Figure 4.1 is a roughly 1.5' square M33 field from Kg data taken 2 Februaxy 

1995 UT at the 61". The stellar FWHM in FASTTRAC images will generally con-
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Figure 4.2: FWHM as a function of distance from the guide star, left, and array 
center, right. The guide star was well away from the array center. 

tain contributions from seeing, insuflBcient sampling, optics, stacking of individual 

frames, and diflfraction. Anisoplanicity is the position-dependent part of the resid

ual seeing errors; the contribution from optics is also possibly position-dependent. 

Therefore it is instructive to use a field in which the guide star is well away from the 

optical axis; in Figure 4.1 the bright star in the comer is the guide star. Although 

the optical axis may not be strictly centered on the array, it is unlikely that it is far 

off in the comer as is the guide star. It is also helpfril to pick a frame in which all 

FWHMs are 2 pixels (0.7" at the 61" telescope) or greater so that sampling does 

not become a limit at small radii. 

Figure 4.2 shows the FWHM of stars as a function of distance from the guide 

star (left) and of distance from the array center (right). The uncorrected FWHM, 

measured from stars in the sky frames, is 1.25", indicated by the dashed line. (This 

is the median of 21 measurements; the rms is 0.2".) In both panels groups of stars at 
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similar radii were binned and the variation within each bin was used to find the error 

bars; in the left panel a few obvious outliers have been excluded, but in the right 

panel there were no obvious outliers. There are several points worth noting. First, 

there is a trend of increasing FWHM with distance from the guide star, while there 

is no such trend with distance from the array center, indicating that anisoplanicity 

plays a role while optical distortion does not. A search through the range of x and 

y for other possible locations about which small values cluster revealed none, so the 

conclusion that the optical axis is unimportant is independent of any assumption 

about its location. Second, at all distances the corrected FWHM is less than the 

uncorrected FWHM; even at ~1.5' from the guide star the tip-tilt correction has an 

impact, albeit a reduced one. A fit to the non-outliers which were binned to produce 

the left side of Figure 4.2 indicates that the corrected FWHM should return to its 

uncorrected value at a radius of 109". There is little indication, at least within 90", 

that the trend levels off. Such a leveling off would indicate that windshake and 

tracking errors, which should not vary spatially, become significant at large radii, 

but it appears that these effects are not noticeable. Finally, note that the error bars 

in Figure 4.2 indicate the rms scatter of the stars in that bin; the error of the mean 

is a factor of ~2 smaller. Therefore the trend is quite clear, but individual stars 

may deviate significantly from the trend, probably from marginal sampling and, for 

some stars, photon noise. Analysis of another dataset with stars at a range of radii, 

from 7 February 1995, shows a similar trend, with the correction vanishing at just 

over 2'. 

In summary, it seems that the improvement provided by FASTTRAC vanishes 

at about ~2' from the guide star. For the most significant improvement, the guide 

star should be within ~1' from the target. Position-independent errors (windshake 

and tracking) contribute little to the FWHM. 
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Figure 4.3: Corrected FWHM versus airmass. 

4.1.3 Airmass 

Figure 4.3 shows the progression of guide star FWHM for a series of one-minute 

exposures, starting at secz = 1.45 and ending at secz = 1.96, where z is the zenith 
3 3 

angle. The horizontal axis is in units of (secz)® because ro oc (cos 2)5. However, 

time increases monotonically to the right, so the figure may be viewed as a time 

series as well. Clearly short-term variations in seeing are much larger than any effect 

of increasing airmass. However, a weak rising trend may be discerned; a line fit to 

the points indicates that the mean FWHM expected at sec z = 1.00 is 0.67", rising to 

0.84" at sec z = 2.00, with an rms scatter of about 0.1". Thus there is little resolution 

penalty to pay for pushing FASTTRAC observations to two airmasses. In fact, the 

scatter is so large that one might do better to make observations throughout that 

airmass range, and then discard the worst frames regardless of the airmass. Notice, 

however, that the lower envelope of the distribution rises with airmass, so that this 

strategy would have its limits, probably not far beyond two airmasses. 
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Figure 4.4: Corrected, stacked FWHM versus airmass. 

Another approach to this problem is to average out all the short-term variability. 

Figure 4.4 shows the FWHM of guide stars in stacks of multiple exposures over at 

least 30 minutes. This approach has the disadvantage of smearing out the airmass 

resolution; the spread in airmass for each observation ranged from 0.13 to 0.50. I 

have used the median airmass of each observations as the independent coordinate 

in Figure 4.4. Other factors also come into play since these data were taken over 

multiple nights and used different guide stars. Again, there is quite a bit of scatter 

but the trend is more convincing them in Figure 4.3. The best fit line, although 

again poorly constrained, predicts a mean FWHM of 0.68" at secz = 1.00, rising to 

0.97" at secz = 2.00, and again with an rms scatter of ~0.1". 

On the whole, FASTTRAC users should of course try to observe at low airmass. 

But some types of projects may not suffer greatly from high-airmass observations, 

specifically, bright targets for which the observer can afford to throw out the worst 

frames. Even at high airmass, there will be many good frames. However, very faint 
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Figure 4.5: Corrected FWHM versus uncorrected FWHM. 

taxgets for which every frame is needed to accumulate signal will suffer an additional 

several tenths of an arcsecond FWHM at sec z ~ 2. 

4.1.4 Seeing 

Figure 4.5 shows the guide star FWHM in corrected frames as a function of the 

uncorrected FWHM, using the same dataset as in the previous subsection. The un

corrected FWHM is estimated in two ways; the open squares represent uncorrected 

FWHM in frames taken immediately after the corrected frames, and the filled tri

angles are averages of frames taken before and after the corrected frame. Not all 

corrected frames were preceded and followed by uncorrected frames, so there are 

fewer triangles. There is no apparent connection between the quality of corrected 

frames and the quality of the uncorrected seeing. Even the extremes reveal no 

pattern—the best and the worst uncorrected frames both followed corrected frames 

of average quality. However, the short-term variability evident in Figure 4.3 plays 

a major role; if the seeing changes on a timescale of 90 seconds (the exposure time 
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plus 30 seconds overhead), then it is almost impossible to estimate the true seeing 

conditions during a corrected exposure. The interpolation between before and after 

frames gets rid of some of the extremes, but still shows no trend, again indicating 

that variability is faster than can be followed on a 90-second timescale. 

However, FASTTRAC users should not conclude that they are as likely to take 

high quality data in 3" seeing as in 1.2" seeing. Experience and theory suggest oth

erwise. The effect is simply not measurable with this dataset. In a system with the 

secondary as the active optic, it is impossible to simultaneously measure corrected 

and uncorrected seeing; in other systems, where it might be possible, these data sug

gest that simultaneous measurement is much preferable to the traditional "before" 

versus "after" examples, which are subject to considerable fluctuations. It might be 

possible to measure the effect of seeing on corrected FWHM with FASTTRAC by 

taking data on a night with median seeing much worse than shown in Figure 4.5, 

so that the distributions axe completely disjoint. However, on poor nights observers 

turn to backup projects with coarser pixels, so such data are very scarce. 

4.1.5 Guide star magnitude 

Figure 4.6 shows guide star FWHM as a function of guide star I magnitude. These 

are again for stacks of multiple exposures taken over ~30 minutes; the data are from 

the same set as those plotted in Figure 4.4. I magnitude is a reasonable indicator 

of signal in the wavefront sensor because the dichroic beamsplitter used at the time 

was very poor at R band. Some guide stars appear more than once because they 

were used several times, usually on different nights and at different zenith angles. 

There is no obvious trend with I magnitude. In particular, the best and the worst 

frame came from the same guide star, and only some of the difference is explained 

by the airmass variation. Wavefront sensor frame rate varied from 50 Hz for the 

brightest stars down to 20 Hz for the faintest, but the added speed seems to have 
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Figure 4.6; FWHM versus guide stax I magnitude. 

been of little or no benefit. This may simply be an artifact of the scatter inherent 

in comparing data from different nights and different conditions. A globular cluster 

would be a good target for engineering data to answer this question because stars 

with a range of magnitudes may all be found at the same airmass at the same time. 

Thus, within at least the range shown here (which now extends fainter due 

to a better dichroic), FASTTRAC users need not prefer targets with very bright 

guide stars. Magnitudes somewhat faintward of this range deserve exploration, but 

due to M33's extensive retinue of bright stars this project did not venture into that 

region. Fainter stars have been used in other projects, of course, but the resulting 

FWHMs have not been well-documented; in projects which required fainter guide 

stars, there were typically no other detectable stars around, and even the guide star 

was likely to be out of the field of the infrared camera. Therefore I make only the 

weaker statement that guide stars of up to 15"^ are acceptable. 
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4.1.6 Discussion 

It has long been known in the adaptive optics community that whatever limiting 

magnitude a particular system has, the vast majority of proposed targets will have 

guide stars no brighter. The urge to push the limits is very strong. Similarly, if it 

is known that a system can use guide stars up to 2' away, the majority of proposed 

targets will have guide stars between, say 1.5' and 2 ' away. Of course there is 

a rational basis for this—the sky area enclosed, and therefore the probability of 

finding a random star, grows as the radius squared—but again there is an urge 

to push the limits. Furthermore, sometimes engineering data fails to adequately 

simulate scientific data; for example, very little engineering data are taken with 20-

minute exposures. FASTTRAC data taken for scientific purposes reveals that image 

improvement is negligible at 2' from the guide star; a 1.5' separation is marginal, 

and 1' is preferred. On the other hand, it is not necessziry to restrict observing to 

small zenith angles; short-term variations are such that some exposures even near 

sec 2 = 2 will be better than some taken at sec-sr < 1.5. However, the fraction of 

good exposures does decrease at high airmasses, so the observer will have to use his 

or her judgement. The benefit of using FASTTRAC in marginal seeing is another 

judgement left to the observer, since the short-term seeing variations are such that 

good data may be obtained some fraction of the time. FASTTRAC guided on 

stars down to magnitude 14.2 without hurting image quality; that figure became 

~ 15"* with the addition of the new dichroic in late 1995. Finally, note that FWHM 

generally decreases as the wavelength of observation increases from J to H to Ks, as 

expected from theory. However, I do not explore that issue here because observers 

will generally choose their wavelength based on other considerations. 

Under no conditions did the FWHM approach the diffiraction limit of 0.3", and 

this point is worthy of discussion. Poor sampling with the 0.35" pixels was a factor, 
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of course. The best one-minute exposures had FWHMs of ~1.5 pixels; shifting and 

combining (usually with frames of varying quality) then takes its toll, so the result 

is rarely less than two pixels. The new infrared camera, FASTTCAM, solves this 

problem with ^ pixels for each of the near-infrared windows. It is unrealistic to 

expect that better sampling will dramatically reveal underlying diffiraction-limited 

images; rather it is expected that improved sampling will reveal problems which 

were just a bit too small to be seen with big pixels. These problems may not be 

entirely confined to the adaptive part of the system. For instance, fixed telescope 

aberrations and focus drifts become more and more apparent at higher resolution. 

FASTTCAM also has the advantage of high speed, so the control loop can be 

optimized. Before FASTTCAM, there was only one criterion for judging how well 

the control loop worked—the FWHM of a long-exposure image. With FASTTCAM, 

the infrared image can be viewed in real time and other measures become available, 

such as the amount of residual image motion and the "jumpiness" of the motion. 

Although it has been shown that image motion at visible wavelengths follows that 

at infrared wavelengths very nicely (Wittman et al. 1992, using MMT data), it is far 

from clear that the best way to reduce motion is to deliver an equal and opposite kick 

with every measurement. FASTTCAM is the tool required to answer this question. 

Another issue is the quality of seeing. It is apparent from Figure 4.5 that only 

in the best cases did the seeing approach the optimum value for tip-tilt correction, 

which is three times the di&action limit, or 0.9" at the 61" telescope. Adaptive optics 

should be done at excellent sites. This is not as contradictory as it sounds, because 

the residual errors after correction by adaptive optics depend on TQ. There is some 

benefit to using AO even at second-rate sites, of course, but such sites will always 

lag behind their more well-endowed competitors. Expensive AO systems should, by 

the same reasoning, always be located at the best sites to reap the optimum reward 
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for the available amount of money. 

4.2 Observations 

The FASTTRAC observations of M33 will be used in the next section to assess the 

errors incurred in a coarsely-sampled survey of M33 (Chapter 5). This approach 

illustrates some of the tradeoflfe inherent in using adaptive optics. For example, 

fine sampling leads to a dramatic reduction in sky coverage. Even the 0.35" pixels 

used here, which are too coarse to provide critical sampling of the diflfraction limit, 

provide a field of view of only 1.5', which is hopelessly small when studying a galaxy 

as apparently large as M33 (Holmberg radius ~40', Holmberg 1958). M33 is per

haps the most extreme example, but majiy projects require coverage of a significant 

area of sky. New, larger format infrared detectors provide a partial answer—1024^ 

infrared arrays, now available at some observatories, could provide a 2' field of view 

with ~0.1" pixels—but Figure 4.1 shows that FASTTRAC is already approaching 

the limits of isoplanicity, which is a fundamental rather than a technical problem. 

Anisoplanicity is even worse at visible wavelengths, where detectors already have 

many more pixels than are necessary to cover an isoplanatic patch of sky. Aniso

planicity presents a serious limit to the types of science which can be done with 

adaptive optics. 

High angular resolution forces another trade-off between the detectability of 

point and diffuse soiurces. If the sampling is matched to a shrinking point spread 

function, the detectability of point sources does not suffer, *but diffuse sources are 

dramatically diluted, making them much harder to detect. Light from unresolved 

stars in M33, for example (^IS"* arcsec"^ at small radii, Regan &: Vogel 1994), is 

extremely difficult to detect with the 0.35" pixels. For that reason, the FASTTRAC 

images of M33 fields are used only to examine point sources. 
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FASTTRAC Kg images are presented in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. In each figure, 

the FASTTRAC data appear in the top panels and corresponding data from the 

wide-field survey are presented in the bottom panels for comparison. Each field is 

about 90" on a side. Discussion is deferred to the following section. 

4.3 Crowding analysis 

There are several effects crowding might have on star catalogs. It will be instructive 

to examine these effects assuming a "primary" star which is the brightest star in the 

area under consideration, and a "secondary" star which is fainter, although in this 

case these terms do not imply physical association. The two important parameters 

are the angular separation s and the magnitude difference = Kg —Kp, where the 

subscripts stand for secondary and primary, respectively. Figure 4.9 demonstrates 

a sequence of synthetic doubles using the actual PSF from the coarsely sampled 

survey described in later chapters. This PSF has a FWHM of 1.62 pixels, where 

the pixels are 0.9". The top sequence shows pairs with = 0 and the bottom 

shows pairs with Am = 2.5; from left to right the separations are eight pixels 

(five times the FWHM), six, four, two, and one pixel. Stetson (1987) claims that 

DAOPHOT, the PSF-fitting photometry package used in cataloging the wide-field 

survey, can accurately catalog stars which are separated by one FWHM or more; 

this is plausible, but to be conservative I will consider pairs with s <2 pixels to be 

confused. 

For small Am, or Kp ~ Ks, the FASTTRAC data provide a straightforward 

answer to the question of how crowding affects the coarsely-sampled survey. I derived 

star catalogs from the FASTTRAC data in the same manner as for the wide-field 

data (Section 5.4), and then searched the catalogs for neighbors within two coarse 

pixels, or 5.2 FASTTRAC pixels. Of course, the FASTTRAC data cannot reveal 
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Figure 4.7: FASTTRAC Kg images of three M33 arm fields {left panels), with the 
coarsely-sampled survey data for comparison {right panels). Arm field 2, not shown, 
is the upper right comer of interarm field 2 shown in the next figure. 
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Figure 4.8: FASTTRAC Ks images of two M33 interarm fields (top), with the 
coarsely-sampled survey data for comparison (bottom). The upper right comer of 
field 2 is actually the edge of an arm and is designated arm field 2 in the table. 
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Figure 4.9: S3aithetic pairs of stars using the actual PSF from the coarsely sampled 
survey. In the top row the stars are equally bright, and in the bottom row one is 
ten times fainter than the other. 

Field Pairs Total stars Percentage 

Arml 27 269 10.0 ± 1.9 
Arm2 2 38 5.3 ± 3.7 
Arm3 9 185 4.9 ± 1.6 
Arm4 14 218 6.4 ± 1.7 

Total arm 52 710 7.3 ± 1.0 

Interarmla 10 161 6.2 ± 2.0 
Interarmlb 6 107 5.6 ± 2.3 
Interarm2 7 108 6.5 ± 2.4 
Total interarm 13 215 6.0 ± 1.5 

Table 4.1: Crowding estimates from FASTTRAC data. 

neighbors closer than about one FASTTRAC FWHM, or about 0.75", but most 

of the area within two coarse pixels is accessible to FASTTRAC. In any case, I 

am concerned with the differences in crowding rather than the absolute amount, 

so this approach is suitable. Table 4.1 lists the results for the various fields, as 

well as the arm and interarm totals, 7.3% ± 1.0% and 6.0% ± 1.5% respectively. 

Clearly, to the depth of the FASTTRAC data {Kg ~ 17, similar to the wide-field 

data), the crowding is not significantly worse for arm fields compared to interarm 

fields. This conclusion does not depend on the exact depth or angular resolution of 
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the FASTTRAC data, because one field was done twice, once with slightly better 

resolution and depth (interarm field la) than the other (interarm field lb), and the 

two crowding estimates thus derived are well within the error bars of each other. 

Whatever the effect crowding has on the cataloged magnitudes of the stars involved, 

it does not vary systematically with position in or between arms, and thus cannot 

bias the results derived from the wide-field survey. 

For large A^, or Kp -C Ks, even the higher-resolution FASTTRAC data may 

not reveal the secondary, so a statistical argument is in order. In this case, the sec

ondary will not be detected at all in the coarsely-sampled data, and the catalogued 

primary magnitude does not differ significantly from its actual value. For instance, 

if A,„ = 2.0, even if DAOPHOT includes all the secondary light into its estimate of 

the primary, Kp^est — Kp — 0.16. (The damage is even less in the likely case that 

DAOPHOT identifies the star as having a peculiar PSF and allows some of the extra 

light to remain as residuals.) This is not enough to change the classification of the 

primary as "young" or "old" (see Section 5.6), so it is simply a matter of not detect

ing the secondary. Hence I call this effect shadowing by bright stars; if the number 

of stars not detected due to shadowing varies across the face of M33, a systematic 

error will be introduced. The largest occurring among the FASTTRAC pairs is 

2.11, so shadowing must be the dominant effect for Kp < Kg — 2.0. The magnitude 

range of interest in the wide-field survey will turn out to be 13.5 < < 16.5 

(Section 5.6), so stars with Kg < 14.5 can cause shadowing. There are 398 such 

stars in the wide-field survey; in their spatial distribution they are mostly evenly 

spread out, with some small clumps which coincide with spiral arms. This is in 

accord with Cohen (1993), whose model of the K band sky predicts 247 foreground 

stars brighter than 14.5"* in this area. Thus most of the shadowing stars are fore

ground, with an even spatial distribution. The remainder are associated with the 
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spiral arms. However, the total amomit of sky shadowed by the remaining 151 stars, 

even allowing a more generous three pixel radius around each, is about one square 

arcminute, or 0.1% of the area covered in the wide-field survey. This is much less 

than the error bars in the structure estimates of Chapter 6, so I conclude that the 

effect of shadowing is not significant. 

4.4 Summary 

FASTTRAC decreases the FWHM of long exposure images significantly. FWHM 

increases with distance from the guide star; 60" away, half of the FWHM decrease is 

lost. FWHM seems to have little correlation with zenith angle, until after sec 2 = 2, 

nor does it depend greatly on the uncorrected FWHM. These somewhat surpris

ing observations are explained by rapid temporal variations in the seeing, which 

thwarted attempts to assign accurate "imcorrected" FWHMs to the time periods 

when FASTTRAC was correcting wavefront slope. These variations are large enough 

to disguise any systematic effects of increasing airmass over a large range of sec z; 

this should be taken into account when planning observations. Guide stars as faint 

as IS"* may be used; performance with fainter guide stars may be good but has 

not been quantified. However, the ability of FASTTRAC to reach the difl5:action 

limit is difficult to assess with the current data. FASTTCAM will provide a much 

better assessment and will no doubt reveal problems which were hidden while using 

the facility infrared camera. FASTTRAC observations of M33 arm and interarm 

areas reveal that the amount of crowding suffered by stars in the magnitude range 

of interest does not have significant spatial variations. Rather, the FASTTRAC ob

servations indicate that imaging the entire face of M33 out to several scale lengths, 

a project impossible with adaptive optics, can be done with rather coarse pixels 

without incurring systematic errors. 
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CHAPTER 5 

WIDE-FIELD OBSERVATIONS OF M33 

5.1 Motivation 

M33 is the nearest spiral galaxy—and the only spiral in the Local Group—which is 

not seen edge-on. Since it is close enough to allow photometry of individual stars, it 

is ideal for studying the interactions between spiral structure and stellar populations. 

Of course, it is well known that spiral arms are sites of star formation; the spiral 

pattern of a galaxy is most striking at short wavelengths because bright, massive 

stars which don't live long enough to wander from their birthplaces are also quite 

blue. (See Figure 2 of Rix & Rieke 1993, henceforth RR93, for striking pictures of 

this effect.) The question is then: Are spiral arms merely sites of star formation and 

nothing more? 

One theory which would answer that question in the affirmative is self-propagating 

star formation (Opik 1953, Mueller &: Amett 1976, Gerola &: Seiden 1978), which 

suggests that shocks from supemovae encourage star formation in the vicinity. Since 

most galaxies have flat rotation curves at most radii, a chain of star formation sites 

would be sheared into something like a spiral arm. In this scenario, spiral arms 

need not be overdense compared to the rest of the galactic disk. Another possibly 
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observable consequence is that age gradients would appear dong the spiral arms. 

Density wave theory (Lin & Shu 1964, Bertin & Lin 1996), on the other hand, 

suggests that spiral arms are indeed regions of overdensity. At the heart of this the

ory is the discovery that spiral density waves can be a normal mode of a stellar disk. 

When gas and dust are compressed by this wave, star formation occurs. Some quite 

beautiful models have been produced, usually on the further assumption that the 

amplitude of the density wave is small enough to treat as a linear perturbation; see 

Athanassoula (1984) for a readable review. Other possibly observable consequences 

include an age gradient across the spiral arms, and changes in the velocity field due 

to the overdensity in the arms. 

A measurement of the mass distribution in the disk would provide an important 

constraint on these theories. It has been noted that visible light is not a good tracer 

of the mass in the disk, because young blue stars contribute disproportionately to 

the light at short wavelengths. Again, Figure 2 of RR93 dramatically shows how the 

light at longer wavelengths becomes untied from the star formation regions. The 

same figure shows how the dust lanes effectively disappear in K band, removing 

another source of noise in the relationship between mass and light. However, at 

even longer wavelengths (>5 /im), dust appears in emission and the light no longer 

tracks the old stellar population. Thus K band is the optimum wavelength for 

tracing the mass with surface photometry. 

However, even K band observations can be contaminated by young stars, red 

supergiants in particular. Supergiants are very massive (>10 M©) stars which, 

after having spent at most ~10^ years on the main sequence, have evolved to the 

right (redward) on the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram (HRX)), while remaining at the 

same bolometric luminosity (Chiosi, Bertelli & Bressan 1992). Hence the red ones 

are extremely bright in K band. They soon go supernova, but the number of times 
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they loop to the red and back, and how long they stay there, depends greatly on 

the stellar model and on the composition. In any case, they are too young to have 

wandered far from their birthplaces, and they are bright in K band, so they are a 

source of contamination when using K band surface photometry to trace the mass. 

M33, however, is close enough to do stellar photometry rather than surface 

photometry; supergiants can be identified on the basis of their location in a color-

magnitude diagram (CMD) and excluded from the analysis. Two key results follow 

from such an analysis. First, the mass distribution can be estimated using only 

those stars which are good tracers of the underlying mass distribution in the disk. 

Second, the fraction of K band light from young stars can be determined. This 

is important because stellar photometry is not possible for galaxies beyond the 

Local Group, so to study a sample of more than one galaxy, surface photometry, 

which cannot distinguish old stars from young ones, must be used. M33 is thus an 

important gateway to more distant galaxies. Some relevant basic facts about M33 

are summarized in Table 5.1. The most recent review of M33 is van den Bergh 

(1991), although Regan & Vogel (1994), hereafter RV94, also discuss the recent 

literature. 

The basic approach is to obtain images covering a significant amount of M33 

(from the center out to several scale lengths) at several wavelengths, convert the 

images to catalogs of stars, and use a CMD to reject young stars. One of the 

wavelengths chosen is, of course, K band; although I used the 2MASS short-K 

filter, denoted Ks, to reduce thermal background, the difiierence between K and 

Ks is negligible for this project, and I will use the terms interchangeably. The 

other wavelength chosen is I band, because it can be done with a CCD, which 

is eflBcient because of the lower background and larger sky coverage compared to 

infrared observations. (Although I stands for "infrared", this author considers it 
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Property Value Reference 

Other names NGC 598 NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database 
UGC 01117 

RA (B1950) 01:31:01.67 NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database 
DEC (B1950) +30:24:15.0 NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database 
Hubble type Scd de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs 

&: Corwin (1976) 
Distance 840 kpc Freedman, Wilson & Madore (1991) 
Modulus 24.6 Freedman, Wilson & Madore (1991) 
1' subtends 244 pc 
Inclination 56° ± 1° Zaritsky, Elston &: Hill (1989) 
Position angle 23° ± 1° Zaritsky, Elston & Hill (1989) 
Holmberg diameter 83' by 53' Holmberg (1958) 
K-band scale length 5.8' Regan &: Vogel (1994) 
Galactic l,b 133.6, -31.3 
Radial velocity -172 ± 6 km s"^ Zaritsky, Elston & Hill (1989) 

Table 5.1: M33 basic facts. 

"visible" because it can be seen by a CCD.) 

5.2 I band images 

I band data were taken at the 2.3 m Bok telescope on the photometric night of 

November 11, 1995 (universal time). It would perhaps have been more efficient 

to observe such a large galaxy with a Schmidt telescope, but the 2.3 m happened 

to be available at the time. The 2k CCD there has 0.15" pixels for a field of 5', 

which is subtended by about 1250 pc at the distance of M33. I took several steps 

to decrease the readout time of the CCD and thus spend a larger fraction of the 

time actually observing. First, I chose the faster pixel rate, which is not standard 

because it results in more read noise. However, I measured the read noise at 7.2 e~ 

for the standard pixel rate and 8.4 e~ for the faster rate. This difference is negligible 

considering the photon noise from the sky (see Subsection 3.2.4). In many places 
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in M33 even the photon noise limit is not reachable due to confusion of stars in 

crowded fields. Therefore, the faster pixel rate with its 2.5 minute read time for 

the full 2kx2k seemed like a good alternative to the standard rate with its 4 minute 

read time. Second, the seeing was not better than 1.2" so I chose a binning factor 

of 4, which made 0.6" superpixels. This further decreased the readout time to 10 

seconds. All quoted times neglect about 20 seconds of flushing the device before 

the exposure begins. Thus with 120 second exposures, about 80% of the time was 

spent with the shutter open (I could move the telescope while reading out with the 

shutter closed). Shorter exposures were taken of standard stars from Landolt (1983) 

to provide photometric calibration. 

I started near the nucleus and took successive fields in a spiral pattern as shown 

in Figure 5.1. The forty-four adjacent fields overlapped by 1'. I observed four 

consecutive overlapping M33 fields bracketed by observation of a sky field 4:00 of 

time (just less than 1° of arc) away, hence the numbered fields in Figure 5.1 skip 

every fourth number. The sky intensity must be known for each frame so that the 

final mosaic of images is free from artifacts. In theory, since all the M33 fields 

overlapped, I could have observed sky only twice, before and after the entire set 

of M33 observations, and reconstructed the sky brightness changes from the pixel 

values of the overlapping sections of the frames. However, the time spent on blank 

sky was worthwhile for two reasons. First, it is prudent to check the sky once in 

a while in case the overlap regions turned out to be too crowded with stars to get 

an accurate sky value. Second, the sky frames allowed an estimate of the density 

of foreground stars in the region. As it turned out, the sky intensity followed the 

airmass quite closely (Figure 5.2), so I interpolated the sky intensity for each M33 

frame from its airmass. The rms scatter about the best-fit line shown in Figure 5.2 

is 18 DN, which is less than 1% of the sky intensity; some of that scatter is simply 
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Figure 5.1: The pattern of overlapping fields. 

Figure 5.2: I band sky intensity as a function of airmass, along with the best-fit 
line. 
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due to the ainnass having been recorded only to the nearest 0.01. The magnitude 

zero point—the I magnitude corresponding to 1 DN—is 27.61, so 18 DN correspond 

to / ~ 24.5, which is far below the level which could affect the photometry, as will 

be explained in Sections 5.4 and 5.6. 

Three pieces of information about each frame were required to mosaic them: x 

and y offsets, and the sky intensity after flatfielding. It is not suflBcient to measure 

the offsets from image 2 to image 3, image 3 to image 4, and so on, because errors 

accumulate and reach many pixels by the end. Therefore, bright, isolated stars were 

used to measure offsets between as many overlapping pairs of frames as possible, and 

these numbers were all fit simultaneously with a downhill simplex algorithm (Press 

et al. 1992), which was stopped when the rms scatter went below 0.5 pixels. The 

sky intensity offsets, had they been calculated from the images themselves, would 

have been subjected to the same fit, but as mentioned, they were calculated from 

the ainnass. The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) task imcombine 

was then used to produce a mosaic. The resulting 32' by 24' image is shown in 

Figure 5.3. Note that this image was subsampled for display on the page, so the 

pixels look much bigger relative to the image size than they actually are. Also, the 

residual errors in the sky intensity are obvious in the stretch shown in Figure 5.3, 

but as mentioned above this does not affect the stellar photometry. 

There are several striking features in Figure 5.3. The southern spiral arm is 

significantly stronger than its northern counterpart. This is not a new discovery; 

this asymmetry can be seen in images from the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS), although 

M33 appears overexposed in Steward's prints. Nor can this be discounted as an effect 

of greater extinction due to dust in the northern half, since the northwestern side of 

M33 is actually closer to us than is the southeastern side. Also note the existence 

of a small arm in the southwest. This arm is difficult to discern in Figure 5.3 but 



Figure 5.3: The 27' by 35' I-band mosaic of 44 images. North is up and east is left. 
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appears more prominently in images taken at shorter wavelengths while seeming to 

disappear in K band; this behavior will be discussed quantitatively in Chapter 6. 

Sandage & Humphreys (1980), hereafter SH80, studied photographic plates of M33 

and were able to discern no fewer than five arms in the southern half along with five 

counterparts in the northern half. However, their plates covered M33 to a radius of 

at least 30', and most of the arms identified by SH80 lie outside the area covered 

by Figure 5.3. The main northern and southern spiral arms visible in Figure 5.3 

correspond to arm I (N and S) of SH80, while the small southwestern arm was too far 

in to be identified on their plate. Therefore I do not follow the SH80 nomenclature 

and refer to the arms simply as northern, southern, and southwestern. 

5.3 Kg band images 

Ks data were taken at the 61" Bigelow telescope on the nonphotometric nights of 

January 5 and 6, 1996, with the wide scale (0.9" pixel"^ ~4' field) of the facility 

256x256 infrared camera. Roughly the same area as the I mosaic was covered, but 

with an entirely different strategy since the Ks sky intensity varies unpredictably 

even without the presence of clouds (especially when the temperature is cool enough 

for airglow to dominate thermal emission, which was the case for these observations). 

In the presence of clouds, it is impossible to sky-subtract an M33 frame and then 

unambiguously identify remaining large-scale diffuse light as being from M33 rather 

than from clouds. Therefore, some sky frames were taken but they were used only 

to estimate the density of foreground stars; the M33 frames simply had all their 

diffuse light subtracted out before mosaicking. Exposures were 30 seconds long, 

since longer exposures ran the risk of saturation. Images were taken in strips of 36 

to 50 images, moving the telescope by y of the field size, or 30", between exposures. 

Thus each piece of sky was observed about seven times, increasing the effective 
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exposure time to 210 seconds. The strips were oriented east-west and the overlap 

in the north-south direction between adjacent strips was 75". 

After flatfielding, the backgroimd in each frame, as determined by the mode of 

the pixel values, was set to zero to get rid of cloud and sky. This process subtracted 

any M33 diffuse light as well, but it was unavoidable due to the rapidly varjdng 

background in the nonphotometric conditions. Then bright stars in the overlap 

regions were examined to determine their centroids and instnunental magnitudes. 

Since the overlap region was so large for adjacent frames in the same strip (~3.5'), 

multiple stars were examined in each frame and the average x and y position offsets 

and magnitude offsets (due to variable clouds) were calculated. Imcombine was used 

to produce a mosaic of each strip. Point spread function (PSF) variation and residual 

cloud-subtraction errors were acceptable within each strip, but over the entire 650-

image area they might have caused problems in the cataloging process. Therefore, 

the strips were not combined into a single large image for analysis—position and 

magnitude offsets were applied later. However, I produced a large mosaic, shown 

in Figure 5.4, to provide an overview of the data. The subtraction of diffuse light 

makes a direct comparison with Figure 5.3 diflBcult. Despite this, it is clear that in 

Kg the arms are not as well defined as in I. A quantitative statement is deferred 

until Chapter 6. 

5.4 Catalogs 

Stars were catalogued using the DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987) PSF-fitting software 

package. Normal aperture photometry is a poor choice in crowded fields like these 

because any reasonably-sized aperture will be contaminated by neighbor stars. A 

PSF-fitting algorithm, in contrast, is fairly robust against such contamination. 

DAOPHOT constructs a model PSF from the brightest, most isolated stars and 
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WSSMM: 

Figure 5.4: The 27' by 38' Kg mosaic of about 650 images. North is up and east is 

left. 
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Figure 5.5: Magnitude distribution of the 90,000 objects in the I catalog. 

then fits the model to a relatively small number of the least contaminated pixels 

around each putative star location. Groups of neighbor stars are fit simultaneously. 

Stellar magnitudes are computed from the scaling of the best-fit model in each case. 

After subtraction of the best fit, fainter nearby stars may be identified; these stars 

are then fit simultaneously with the brighter stars in a second run. Of course, there 

are other PSF-fitting programs; the choice of DAOPHOT in particular was based 

on convenience. 

The I mosaic yielded a catalog of 90,000 stars; analysis of artificially added stars 

(Section 5.5) indicates that the catalog is 50% complete to a bit fainter than 20.5 

magnitude. Figure 5.5 shows the number of stars detected as a function of magni

tude, peaking at 20.5 and then dropping off due to incompleteness. Foreground and 

background contamination, determined from the sky observations, peaks about 1.5 
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magnitudes fainter, indicating that crowding, not lack of photons, is responsible for 

the brighter cutoff in the M33 counts. The foreground star counts predicted by Bah-

call & Soneira (1980) are shown, as well as the background galaxy counts expected 

from the relation log(^) = 0.34/ — 3.29, where N is the number of galaxies per 

square degree per magnitude (Tyson 1988). The observed counts from the sky fields 

match the foreground prediction quite well at the bright end and the background 

prediction quite well at the faint end. Even if the background galaxies are detected 

through M33, the fraction of objects in the M33 catalog which are foreground or 

background is ~5% at / = 19, which is a relevant magnitude for reasons which will 

become apparent later. 

The Ks data, as mentioned above, were treated differently; each horizontal strip 

was DAOPHOTed separately so that a unique PSF could be used for each strip. 

For each pair of adjacent strips, a few stars in the overlap areas were identified and 

a preliminary spatial offset was calculated. The catalogs were then matched and 

all the bright stars which had been matched were used to calculate the position 

and magnitude offsets between the two catalogs. The rms magnitude offset was 

0.249"*. Once the final offsets had been calculated, the catalogs were rematched, 

averaging multiple observations of the same star, and added to a master catalog. 

The photometric zero-point of the master catalog was then determined from follow-

up observations of stars from Elias et al. (1982) in photometric conditions. The 

final catalog has 25,000 stars and is 50% complete at somewhere between 16.5 and 

17 magnitude. Figure 5.6, the analogue of Figure 5.5, shows the number of stars 

as a function of magnitude for the master catalog and for the foreground, based on 

observations and on the infrared sky model of Cohen (1993). The foreground frames 

do not go as deep as the M33 frames (because that would require a nontrivial amount 

of exposure time), nor indeed do they cover the bright end well (because they do 
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Figure 5.6: Magnitude distribution of the 25,000 objects in the Kg catalog. 

not cover much area), but they are entirely consistent with Cohen's model. Again, 

the fraction of catalog entries expected to be foreground objects is very small, less 

than 4% for Kg = 16, which will turn out to be a magnitude of interest. There are 

no data on the colors of foreground/background objects, so it is difficult to estimate 

the number of such objects which are likely to be detected at both wavelengths. 

However, there is no reason to believe that the foreground/background objects are 

preferentially detected at both wavelengths, so 4% is a reasonable upper limit. 

5.5 Completeness 

The shape of the faint end of Figures 5.5 and 5.6 is of course determined by incom

pleteness rather than by an actual decline in the number of stars. To quantify the 

incompleteness, I used the IRAF artdata package to generate simulated data, ran 
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the simulated data through the cataloging process, and tabulated the results. 

The I mosaic was big enough to allow the addition of many stars, so I generated 

a list of 1200 stars with random positions and with magnitudes ranging from 16 

to 22. I then created an image containing those stars, using the observed PSF as 

determined by DAOPHOT, added that image to the I mosaic, reran DAOPHOT, 

and compared the new catalog with the list of artificial stars. For the Kg data, I used 

a single strip (the second-cloudiest) and added 200 stars of a single magnitude, then 

repeated the process for a series of magnitudes from 14 to 18. When comparing the 

artificial star lists with the catalogs, an artificial star was considered to be detected 

if there was a catalog entry within 0.5 pixel of the artificial star position. Whether 

a real star had appeared near that position prior to adding the artificial stars was 

not a criterion, since the merging of adjacent staxs is one of the processes that leads 

to incompleteness. I then binned the artificial star lists into half-magnitude wide 

bins and tabulated the fraction of stars which were detected, or the completeness, 

for each bin; the results are shown graphically in Figure 5.7. For those stars which 

were detected, I tabulated the mean difference between the specified magnitude and 

the measured magnitude, or the magnitude shift, and the rms scatter about that 

shift. Those results are shown in Figure 5.8. 

The I catalog falls below 50% completeness a bit faintward of 20.5"*, and the 

Ks catalog does so a bit faintward of 16.5"*. These figures are important because 

the interpretation of data which are less than 50% complete is fraught with danger. 

For instance, systematic magnitude shifts occur, because a faint star is likely to be 

catalogued only if it happens to be near another faint star or noise spike and gets 

boosted upward in magnitude; stars which don't get boosted are not detected so 

the error becomes systematic rather than random. The rms scatter also increases 

at fainter magnitudes, until the catalogs are so incomplete that only a few stars are 
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Figure 5.7: Completeness as a function of magnitude in the I and Ks data. 
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Figure 5.8: Magnitude shift and rms scatter in the cataloging process. 
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detected and the rms becomes meaningless. Therefore in the following sections I 

limit the catalogs to stars with Kg < 16.5 to remain above the 50% completeness 

level. The I data are so much deeper than the Kg data that the I completeness 

limit is not a factor. For magnitudes which are more than 50%, but less than 100%, 

complete, I do not apply a completeness correction because, as will become apparent, 

I use the catalogs as tracers rather than as absolute measurements. 

5.6 Color-Magnitude Diagram 

The position coordinates of the I and Kg master catalogs, unlike those of the Kg 

subcatalogs, differ not only by a constant offset by also by a rotation, a parity change, 

and a scale factor. Once again bright stars which appeared in both catalogs were 

identified, but this time the IRAF task geomap was used to find a best fit geometric 

transformation between the catalogs; the rms residual was ~0.4", or less than half 

the pixel size of the Kg data. The Kg catalog was transformed to the coordinates 

of the I catalog. This was preferable to using the geotrans task to transform the Kg 

images themselves to the I coordinate system because the image transformation may 

have introduced spurious features into the PSF. The only parameter to choose when 

matching the catalogs was the tolerance, or the maximum distance allowed between 

two matched objects. A small tolerance will reject many valid matches, but a large 

tolerance may allow spurious matches. The catalogs were thus matched twice, once 

with a one-sigma tolerance of 0.4", and once with a tolerance three times larger. 

The two resulting color-magnitude diagrams show no difference in structure, only 

in number, so I conclude that the number of spurious matches in the larger catalog 

is negligible, and use the larger catalog henceforth. Of the 25,000 stars detected in 

Ka and 90,000 stars detected in I, 18,000 were matched. The K, field is slightly 

larger than, and includes all of, the I field, so the detection rate in of stars in 
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Figure 5.9: Kg, I  —Kg color-magnitude diagram of the 18,000 stars detected in both 
I and Kg. 

the I catalog was only 20%. This is hardly surprising given the greater depth of the 

I catalog. 

The Ks, I  — Ks color-magnitude diagram (CMD) of the matched catalog is 

shown in Figure 5.9. Three lines are also shown, representing typical colors of three 

types of stars projected to the distance of M33 and seen through one magnitude of 

visual extinction. These typical colors were compiled from the literature for solar 

metallicity stars and kindly provided by V. Ivanov. Although M33's metallicity is 

somewhat less than solar, the effect of metallicity is minute on the sczile of Figure 5.9. 

The color sequences have also been modified to reflect the effects of the cataloging 

process as tabulated in the previous section; the measured magnitude shifts have 

been applied, and the lines have been truncated where their completeness becomes 
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negligible. The leftmost (dot-dash) line represents la supergiants, the next (dashed) 

line represents lb supergiants, and the rightmost (solid) line at lower right shows 

the tip of the red giant branch. It should be noted that the division of supergieints 

into classes la and lb is entirely artificial; supergiants have a continuous range of 

masses and therefore a continuous range of luminosities. The la and lb colors are 

merely illustrative examples, and any star to the upper left of the red giant clump 

is a supergiant, except for foreground interlopers which have been shown to be a 

small fraction of the total. 

Also shown in Figure 5.9 is the reddening vector according to the extinction 

law of Rieke & Lebofsky (1985), with an amplitude of one magnitude of visual 

extinction. Applying this extinction law to the results of McClure & Racine (1969) 

and Burstein & Heiles (1982), I find Ay = 0.09 and Ay = 0.14 respectively for 

Galactic extinction in the direction of M33. Of course, extinction within M33 is 

expected to add significantly to this amoimt; Wilson (1991), Regan & Wilson (1993), 

and Massey et al. (1995) find Ay ~ 0.5 — 1.0 for various associations in M33, with 

the higher values occurring in the central regions. Therefore I have adopted Ay = 1 

as a rough guide. Any spatial variations in extinction will cause scatter in the 

CMD; the size of expected spatial variations can be estimated from the model of 

RV94, who noted that measurements of M33's scale length decreased with increasing 

wavelength. They proposed an exponentially decreasing dust distribution and were 

able to match the scale length measurements for a dust scale length of 9.5' and 

a central Ay of 0.9. Adding the Galactic contribution, I obtain Ay ~ 1 for the 

center and Ay ~ 0.25 for the outer regions covered by my data. Thus the scatter in 

Figure 5.9 expected from extinction variations is equivalent to 0.75 times the length 

of the reddening vector shown. 

There are two distinct clumps of stars in Figure 5.9. The bigger one, at lower 
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right, coincides with the expected location of the tip of the red giant branch (RGB). 

This group may also include some asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, but both 

RGB and AGB £ire old, in a sense which will be defined in the next paragraph. The 

other distinct clump is nearly vertically oriented at about I — Ks = 2.5, parallel to 

the lb color sequence; these are supergiants. It is important to note that la and lb 

are arbitrary ways of grouping a large, continuous range of supergiants, so the stars 

are not expected to coincide with any particular line. A supergiant of given mass 

has a given bolometric luminosity, but its spectral type changes with time, causing 

it to move dramatically up and slightly to the right in Figure 5.9. More massive 

supergiants will simply be brighter at a given spectral type ox I — Ks color. Thus 

the nearly vertical plume represents the least massive supergiants, and the space to 

the left of it is dotted with more massive supergiants. Note that a few of the stars 

in the area to the left must be foreground stars, since the foreground main sequence 

goes through this area, but the foreground fraction is expected to be very small, as 

explained in Section 5.4. Also note that blue supergiants were not detected because 

they are so faint in K^. No doubt they were detected in I—there are 75 stars with 

16.5 < I < 17.5, which would have been detected in K, if they were redder than 

I — Ks = 1—but without a Ks magnitude they cannot be placed on the CMD. 

I define two new catalogs on the basis of location in the CMD. The young catalog 

consists of stars with 13.5 < Kg < 16.5 and which are bluer than a line stretching 

from I — Kg = 2.3 at iiTs = 18 to / — /if, = 4 at Kg = 12. The old catalog consists 

of stars with 15.5 < Ks < 16.5 and which are redward of that line. The faint 

magnitude limit of Ka = 16.5 in both cases rejects stars for which the completeness 

was small, and the bright magnitude limit rejects a few foreground stars and other 

outliers. Young and old in this case are relative to the timescale for mixing in with 

the general population of the galaxy, which is on the order of an orbital period. 
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Figure 5.10: Major-axis rotation curve of M33, reproduced from Deul & van der 
Hulst (1987). The faint inverted curve is an artifact. 

To obtain the orbital period I turn to Deul & van der Hulst (1987), who obtained 

hydrogen velocity maps of M33; a panel of their Figure 6 is reproduced in Figure 5.10. 

The rotation is solid body out to ~5' (1.2 kpc), and doesn't really level off until 

after ~10'. At 10' (2.4 kpc) the rotation velocity of ~80 km s~^ corresponds to an 

orbital period of ~190 Myr. Thus a typical supergiant with an age of 10 Myr has 

only gone about ^ of an orbit and has not mixed in with the general population. 

On the other hand, a red giant on the order of a Gyr old has made over five complete 

orbits. Even though most of the stars in M33 are not red giants and have not been 

detected, the red giants are thus good tracers of the general population. 

5.7 Spatial distributions of M33 populations 

If location in the CMD is really a measure of age, the old and young catalogs 

should have different spatial distributions. In this section I present deprojected 

spatial distributions of the catalogs to demonstrate the dramatic difference. In 

the deprojections, the position angle (23°) has been removed, so that the apparent 
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major axis of M33 is now vertical. Values of position angle and inclination from 

Zaritsky, Elston & Hill (1989) were used (23° and 56° respectively); possible errors 

are discussed in Subsection 6.2.1. The center of M33 was assumed to coincide with 

the location of the bright semistellax nucleus. In deprojected coordinates, the data 

cover all of the area within a radius of 16' (~4 kpc). Most of the stars in the CMD 

fell into the old catalog (~ 13000 stars), while about 5000 stars went onto the young 

catalog. To provide an easy comparison, I therefore show only 5000 stars in each 

figure in this section, regardless of the size of the catalog. 

First I show the deprojected spatial distribution of the brightest 5000 stars in I 

and in Kg in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. Although these catalogs will not be analyzed 

quantitatively, their distributions illustrate graphically the dramatically differing 

views in I and Kg- In I, the stars are clumped about prominent associations which 

outline the spiral arms, and about the nucleus, which in this view looks like a very 

large association. In Ks, the spiral pattern is much less prominent, but the nucleus 

and several spiral arms and associations are still clearly visible. The decline in 

prominence of the young population at longer wavelengths is entirely predictable; 

the intriguing question is whether even the long-wavelength view is an accurate 

tracer of the underlying population, and what kind of structure that underlying 

population exhibits. 

To answer those questions qualitatively, I present Figures 5.13 and 5.14, which 

show the deprojected spatial distributions of the young and old catalogs respec

tively. A quantitative analysis will be presented in Chapter 6, but already some 

features emerge. It is clear that the young catalog has more structure than the old 

catalog. In particular it has recognizable spiral arms, which is consistent with the 

observations that stars are bom in spiral arms and that location in the CMD does in 

fact correspond to age. The stars in the old catalog are distributed more smoothly, 
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Figure 5.11: Deprojected spatial distribution of the 5000 brightest staxs in the I 
catalog. 
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Figure 5.12: Deprojected spatial distribution of the 5000 brightest stars in the Kg 

catalog. 
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Figure 5.13: Deprojected spatial distribution of the 4600 stars in the young catalog. 
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Figure 5.14: Deprojected spatial distribution of the 5000 brightest stars in the old 
catalog. 
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Figure 5.15: Radial surface brightness distribution of the young (lower set of points) 
and old (upper set of points) catalogs, as well as the total K band surface brightness 
from RV94 (topmost line). 

again in accord with expectation. 

There are several other noteworthy features of the old population. First, the 

lopsidedness due to the stronger southern arm persists, although the arm is much 

broader in the old catalog. Second, a barlike feature appears in the center, with a 

diameter of roughly 4' in deprojected coordinates. This feature will be discussed in 

Chapter 6. Third, a comparison of the old stars in Figure 5.14 and the aggregate of 

different t3T)es of stars in Figure 5.12 provides a feel for the amount of young-star 

contamination present in surface photometry studies of spiral galaxies, since surface 

photometry carmot distinguish the contributions of different types of stars. 

Finally, I present the radial surface brightness of the old and young catalogs as 

a function of radius in Figure 5.15, along with the total K band surface brightness, 

from Figure 2c of RV94. In Figure 5.15, the old catalog data have been offset by 
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-1 mag arcsec"^ to avoid overlap with the young catalog data. The catalogs have 

been fit with exponential disks; the fits are shown as the straight lines. The young 

catalog clearly is too clumpy to be fit well by an exponential, but the old catalog is 

much more smooth. The scale lengths in both cases are similar to the scale length 

of the total surface brightness, although the yoimg catalog falls off somewhat faster. 

Both catalogs show an excess above the exponential fit in the central 2'; this will be 

further discussed in Chapter 6. Neither catalog contains more than ~5% of the total 

K band surface brightness, because most stars are simply too faint and crowded to 

be detectable. Even though the old catalog contains only a fraction of the total 

light, according to the age argument it is a good tracer of the underlying bulk of 

stars. 

5.8 Summary 

I have surveyed an area of M33 from the center out to a deprojected radius of 16' 

(4 kpc) in I and Kg. Roughly 18000 stars were detected at both wavelengths and 

their distribution on a CMD clearly shows separate old and young populations. 

The validity of such a separation is confirmed by the spatial distributions, which 

show the yoimg stars clumped in the spiral arms and the old stars more smoothly 

distributed. The dumpiness of the young population is also evident in the radial 

surface brightness distribution. The old catalog, although containing a fraction of 

the total K band surface brightness of M33, is a good tracer of the bulk of the 

stars which are too faint to detect. A quantitative analysis of these distributions is 

presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

STRUCTURE OF M33 

In this chapter I derive quantitative measures of the amplitude of M33's spiral 

structure using a Fourier decomposition. In effect, the harmonic functions become 

a set of basis vectors for modeling the galaxy. Other workers have used other basis 

vectors which might be argued to be more "natural"—for example, Considere & 

Athanassoula (1982) and Considere & Athanassoula (1988) used logarithmic spirals 

as their set of basis functions. The choice of basis vectors is important if one is 

trying to build an accurate model of the gaJaxy with as few parameters as possible. 

However, that is not my intent. M33's arms show obvious kinks and gaps which 

will be difficult to model with just a few parameters in any basis set. Rather, the 

intent of the Fourier decomposition is to provide a robust estimate of arm strength. 

A further advantage of the harmonic basis in this case is that the results are easily 

compared with those of previous K band studies of spiral structure (RR93 and Rix 

& Zaritsky 1995, henceforth RZ95), which used the same basis. 

In the first section I describe the decomposition process and present the results. 

I examine possible sources of error in the Section 6.2, in Section 6.3 I discuss my 

results in the context of recent results in the literature, and finally in Section 6.4 I 

discuss the impact of instrumentation advances on this type of project in the near 
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future. 

6.1 Fourier decomposition 

6.1.1 Formalism 

In the plane of M33, let r be the radius and 0 the azimuth. Then a spiral with m 

arms can be represented as 

where Am is normalized by the mean intensity at that radius. 5m changes with 

r in such a way as to produce spiral-looking arms; the usual assumption is that 

6m oc logr, but the real situation is often more complicated. For instance, in M33 

the arms have clearly visible kinks so that 6m is not a simple function of r. 

The most straightforward way to find the Am is of course a Fourier transform 

of the data. However, this approach does not use some of the information on hand, 

namely the observational errors in the data. If the error bars are known, and vary 

from point to point, a least-squares fit makes use of this information and provides 

a more robust estimate. As a bonus, errors in the fitted parameters are easily 

estimated, which is not the case with a straight Fourier transform. However, formula 

(6-1) does not lend itself to numerical fitting since the intensity is not linear in one 

of the two parameters, 6. Therefore, I rewrite formula (6-1) as 

A„i(r) sin(m0 - 6m{r)) (6-1) 

amSin(m0) -I- PmCOs{m(f>) ( 6 - 2 )  

where 

( 6 -3 )  

and 

6m = tan ^(—). ( 6 - 4 )  
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The fitted parameters are now ocm and but I immediately use equations (6-3) 

and (6-4) to find Am and 5m- The variances of the fitted parameters are used to 

find the variances of Am and 5 through straightforward propagation of errors: 

' 
and 

where the m subscripts have been dropped for clarity. Furthermore, a bias is in

troduced in the Am because they are positive definite fimctions of noisy quantities; 

in the absence of any signal the Am as estimated above would tend to the value 

Am,est = o'Am (Wardle & Kronenberg 1974). The most probable value of Am is given 

by 

^  = (6 -7 )  

The fitted phases suffer from a ^ ambiguity. For example, the fitted phase 

associated with a two-arm spiral, ^2, may just as well be interpreted as being 62 — TT. 

Therefore the final step is to line up the fitted phases according to some rule. I chose 

to minimize the absolute value of the difference of the phases at successive radii, 

using the fitted value in the innermost radial bin as a starting point. Using m = 2 

as an example, if the fitted phase in the second radial bin differs from the phase in 

the first radial bin by more than 180°, I add 180° to the second phase. All phases 

were reduced to the range [—TT, TT]. This process does not guarantee that the phases 

increase monotonically with radius, as might be expected for a spiral. However, 

rather than introduce any bias by forcing the phases to increase monotonically, I 

adopt this more neutral rule. 
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6.1.2 Data preparation and fitting 

The deprojected young and old catalogs were each divided into sixteen radial bins of 

constant width ranging from zero to 16' from M33's semistellar nucleus. Each radial 

bin was then divided into 20 azimuthal bins. In each azimuthal bin, the catalog 

magnitudes were converted to luminosities. At this point, a new catalog was created 

by merging the red and blue catalogs, so the following steps were done three times, 

once for each catalog. The errorbar assigned to each bin was calculated using the 

bootstrap method (Press et al. 1992) since the value of each bin is not a simple 

count of the stars with simple counting error statistics. In the bootstrap method, 

the magnitudes of the N stars in a bin are placed into a pool and a random star is 

drawn out of the pool N times, with multiple selections of the same star allowed. 

The luminosities of the selected stars are totaled and the process is repeated many 

(in this case 100) times. The luminosity and error assigned to the bin are simply 

the mean and rms of the 100 totals thus computed. The soundness of the method 

is demonstrated by the limiinosity estimates, which differed from the simple sum of 

the stellar luminosities by only 3.6% rms, with no systematic bias. However, the 

real value of the method is of course the error estimates, which could not be derived 

otherwise. Finally, the luminosities were divided by the area of the bin, which had 

no effect on the fitting process, but allowed for straightforward conversion to surface 

brightness later. 

Each radial bin then contained a set of 20 luminosities and estimated errors. 

Their mean, i4o, was calculated and subtracted from each point, and then the first 

four Fourier components were fit to the data using routines from Press et al. (1992). 

The resulting AM and their estimated errors were normalized by Aq. The phase 

ambiguities were resolved according to the method described in the previous sub

section. In the case of the first Fourier component, although there is no inherent 
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Figure 6.1: Catalog surface brightness as a function of azimuth, at a radius of 6.5', 
and the sum of the fitted modes. 

ambiguity, some phases were adjusted by I-k to make plots more presentable, and 

the resulting range was [0,27r] rather than [—tt, tt]. 

6.1.3 Results 

Before presenting the Am and 5m, it seems useful to present a sample set of azimuthal 

data and their fits, to illustrate the method. Of course, there is not enough space 

to present all the fits, so only one of the more interesting and illustrative ones is 

examined here. Figure 6.1 shows the surface brightness, in arbitrary units, of the 

three catalogs as a function of azimuth (points with error bars), as well as the sum 

of the fitted modes for each catalog (solid line), at a radius of 6.5'. The mean surface 

brightness of each catalog has been added back in to illustrate the relative amount 

of variation, and all three panels are shown to the same vertical scale. Note that the 

blue catalog shows a definite three-arm pattern, but not a perfect one in the sense 

that the arms are of different strengths. The strongest arm is the main southern arm, 
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and the weakest is the northern arm. Thus we expect to find a significant A3 from 

the three-arm pattern, but also a significant Ai from the lopsidedness. The fitted 

values can be read off from Figures 6.2 through 6.5, as explained below; for this case 

^3 = 0.56 and Ai = 0.35. In other words, the amplitude of the three-arm pattern 

is almost 60% of the mean surface brightness at this radius, and the lopsidedness is 

35%. Continuing upward in Figure 6.1, it is clear that the red catalog shows much 

less strength in the three-arm pattern, but the lopsidedness due to the strength of 

the southern arm is still evident. Indeed, the fits indicate that ^43 plummets to 0.14 

at this radius in the red catalog, but Ai is still strong at 0.29. In the combined 

catalog, A3 = 0.27 and Ai = 0.32 because the red catalog contributes more light 

than does the blue catalog. In summary, the strong three-arm pattern evident in 

the blue catalog (and indeed evident in a casual inspection of the I mosaic) is nearly 

nonexistent in the red catalog, which exhibits mainly a very strong southern arm. 

The example above illustrates a radial bin in which two particular components 

model the data nicely. Most of the annuli, if plotted along with their fits as in 

Figure 6.1, would not invite such a simple interpretation. The blue catalog in 

particular is very clumpy, containing frequencies higher than can be modeled by the 

first four Fourier modes. This difficulty is reflected in the generally high values of 

per degree of freedom for the fits, which average about 5, but for the example above 

are near unity. However, the purpose of this analysis is not to make an accurate 

model of the data; it is to provide an objective measure of arm strength. The 

presence of structure—or noise—at higher frequencies is not modeled, but neither 

does it contaminate the estimates of low-frequency power. 

Now I present the ^ and Sm as a. function of radius. Figure 6.2 has six panels, 

from top to bottom, plotting ^ and for the total catalog, ^ and for the red 

catalog, and ^ and for the blue catalog, all as a function of deprojected radius 
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from 0 to 16'. Figures 6.3 through 6.5 are structured similarly and illustrate m = 2 

through m = 4. 

6.1.4 Discussion 

The fits exhibit several striking features. First and foremost, the amplitudes are 

significantly nonzero at many radii even in the old catalog, indicating that there is 

significant structure in the old, underlying population. This lends support to the 

notion that spiral arms are regions of overdensity, not just regions of star forma

tion. This is a basic result in favor of density wave theory, but the amplitudes are 

large enough at some radii to cast doubt on the wisdom of using small-amplitude 

approximations in such theories. 

There are significant radial variations in the amplitudes. At first this might 

seem to be another victory for density wave theory, in which resonances between 

the constant angular velocity of the spiral pattern and the radially declining orbital 

angular velocity of the stars play an important role in bounding the radial extent of 

the spiral structure. However, the interpretation of the present data in those terms 

is unclear because much of the region covered participates in solid body rotation, 

rather than a flat rotation curve which is usually assumed. Furthermore, there is 

no independent way of estimating the pattern speed—traditionally it is calculated 

from the extent of the spiral structure assuming that the theory is correct. In the 

old catalog, Ai peaks at ~8' radius, which is just where the solid body rotation 

starts to give way to a flatter curve, while A2 peaks in the center, has a minimum 

around 8', and then increases again. Note that the winding problem (Binney & 

Tremaine 1987), which density wave theory solved, is not a problem in regions of 

solid body rotation; material arms can persist there, unlike in regions with flat 

rotation curves. The presence of structure in both regions may be an important 

clue. Self-propagating star formation, for instance, relies on a flat rotation curve 
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and cannot form spiral arms in regions of solid body rotation; density wave theory 

does not assimie any particular rotation curve, even if solid body rotation has been 

given scant attention in the literature. That lack of attention is likely due to the 

small size of such regions relative to the extent of flat rotation curves; it is only by 

virtue of M33's proximity that the solid body region can be viewed in such detail. 

To this point I have considered only the amplitudes of the old catalog. The 

young catalog's amplitudes are higher, as expected, and in many places, especially 

in the higher order modes, they are very much higher. For instance, in Az the young 

catalog has amplitudes of ~0.5 in the range 3' < r < 7', while the old catalog reaches 

at most 0.15 in this range. In fact, Figure 6.1 illustrates the data points and the 

fits for one of the radii in this range, and the impression left by Figure 6.1, that a 

three-arm structure appears in the young catalog but practically disappears in the 

old catalog, is quantitatively confirmed by these numbers. 

The amplitudes of the total catalog sometimes track those of the old catalog. 

For instance, the run of Ai versus radius in the total is strikingly similar to that 

of the old catalog, even if though is slightly higher at all radii. However, in A2 the 

total catalog has significant features which are completely absent in the old catalog, 

in particular the bump at r ~ 9', where the young catalog has a large peak. This 

is important because the total catalog simulates surface photometry, in which light 

from different populations is irretrievably mixed together. The different behavior 

of Ai and A2 in this respect demonstrates that it is impossible to assign a single 

number to the accuracy of surface photometry studies of spiral structure in more 

distant galaxies. A single average over all the components and all the radii would 

obscure the fact that the total K band light, although generally tracking the old 

population, can be very misleading at times. 

The phases are harder to interpret; often they do not increase monotonically 
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with radius, as would be expected for a spiral structure. The clearest example of 

such a trend is in the young catalog, in the two-armed mode, where the phases 

increase almost monotonically from a radius of 4' to the outermost point, through 

a range of over 360°. There are several possible reasons for the failure of the phases 

to line up in all cases. One is that the phases are not very well determined when 

the amplitudes are small; this is reflected in Equation 6-6. In the old catalog at 

higher frequencies the amplitudes are small and the phases make little intuitive 

sense. Another problem is the ^ ambiguity; blind application of the rule explained 

in Section 6.1 is by no means guaranteed to produce an easily interpreted set of 

phases. Nevertheless, even the old catalog has a generally increasing set of phases 

for the lowest mode in the range 2.5' < r < 16'. At 2.5' the amplitude happens 

to be zero and the phase is so ill-determined that an increasing phase throughout 

the entire range of radius is a reasonable interpretation. In contrast, in that mode 

the young catalog displays chaotic phases and wildly varying amplitudes. It may 

be that in some aimuli a single association by itself dictates the lopsidedness of the 

young catalog, preventing any smooth trends. 

6.2 Possible sources of error 

Throughout this chapter I have included formal error bars on all quantities. How

ever, formal error bars do not tell the whole story. In this section I show that the 

results of the previous section cannot come from flaws in the data analysis. They 

remain qualitatively unchanged even if the assumptions in the analysis are varied 

grossly. 

6.2.1 Deprojection 

While face-on enough to view the spiral arms adequately, M33 does have a significant 

inclination, i = 56°, where i = Q° for completely face-on galaxies, and any error 
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PA i Source Method 
23 ± 1 56 ± 1 Zaritsky, Elston & Hill (1989) HII region kinematics 
22±4 57±6 Deul & van der Hulst (1987) HI kinematics 
22 54 Newton (1980) HI kinematics 

49-15 40-65 Sandage & Humphreys (1980) spiral rectification 
19.5-23 55 Rogstad, Wright & Lockhart (1976) HI kinematics 
22±1 54±3 Warner, Wright & Baldwin (1973) HI kinematics 
23 ± 1 55 db 1 de Vaucouleurs (1959) isophote shapes 
49 40 Danver (1942) spiral rectification 

Table 6.1: Previous measurements of M33's position angle and inclination. 

in this figure (as well as in the position angle) will cause errors in the face-on 

distributions illustrated graphically in Figures 5.11 through 5.14. Table 6.1 lists 

previous measurements of M33's position angle and inclination. The discrepant 

SH80 and Danver (1942) measurements are probably due to warping, so discussion is 

deferred to the next subsection; the remaining measurements are in good agreement. 

To this point I have consistently used the Zaritsky, Elston & Hill (1989) parameters; 

to test the robustness of my results I now vary the parameters by 2a and repeat the 

analysis. Figure 6.6 shows the nm of ^ versus radius for the old catalog for the 

original and the new parameters; Figure 6.7 shows the same for Deprojection is 

a bisymmetric process, so it should have a systematic effect on but little effect on 

Nevertheless, it is instructive to examine ^ because the rough size of statistical 

errors can be seen, as the new deprojection shuffles the stars into different bins. 

In fact, at all radii the ^ values resulting from the two deprojections are within 

2cr of each other, indicating that the formal error bars are reasonable; however, see 

Subsection 6.2.3 for another view of the statistical errors. The values of ^ are also 

robust against deprojection errors, except for the two innermost bins. This is likely 

a result of the baxlike feature in the inner 2'; strongly bisymmetric features will be 
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Figure 6.6: Old-star for two different sets of deprojection parameters. 
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Figure 6.7: Old-star ^ for two different sets of deprojection parameters. 
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highly susceptible to bisymmetric operations. Nevertheless, the qualitative result is 

unchanged; if the second deprojection is correct, ^ « 0.3—0.4 rather than 0.4—0.5, 

but this is still a significant amplitude. 

6.2.2 Warping 

It is well known that galaxy disks tend to be warped; Rogstad, Wright & Lockhart 

(1976) found that M33's gas disk is extremely warped, with some lines of sight going 

through the gas disk twice. However, stellar disks are usually warped much less than 

gas disks, and the extreme warp in M33 occurs at a radius of 9 kpc, or 37', which 

is twice as far out as my data extend. A warped disk can be represented as a series 

of annuli with different inclination and position angles, called a tilted ring model; 

the tilted ring model of M33 by Rogstad, Wright & Lockhart (1976) is quite flat 

throughout the range of radii observed in this work. Nevertheless, the discrepant 

inclination and position angle found by Danver (1942) and SH80 are attributed by 

SH80 to warping, since the SH80 values at large radii (the second of each pair of 

numbers listed in Table 6.1) agree in a gross sense with the kinematic and isophote 

methods, whereas their values at small radii (the first of each pair of numbers listed 

in Table 6.1) agree with Danver (1942), who examined only the inner parts. 

A word about spiral rectification, the method used by Danver (1942) and SH80, 

is in order. The arms, as defined by the locations of associations, are assumed to be 

logarithmic spirals. For each of a series of armlets at different radii, the inclination 

and position angle are varied to find the combination which gives a constant pitch 

angle over the armlet; different axmlets are allowed to have different pitch angles. 

The result is a series of fitted inclinations and position angles, as a function of 

radius. This method suffers from the logical inconsistency of allowing the pitch 

angle to vary among armlets while basing the calculations on the insistence that 

the pitch angle remain constant within an armlet. Indeed, M33's arms have fairly 
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Figure 6.8: Old-star ^ for i = 40° and PA = 49°, as well as for the original 
parameters. 

obvious kinks and some face-on galaxies, where deprojection is not an issue, are 

known to be poorly represented by logarithmic spirals (e.g., M51, RR93). However, 

it is intriguing to examine the robustness of the decomposition results against such 

a gross change in the parameters, hence in Figure 6.8 I plot ^ for i = 40° and 

PA = 49°. Remarkably, the result is qualitatively the same for r < 9', except 

for the innermost 2' which have already been noted to be sensitive to deprojection 

errors. For r > 9' the results diverge, and even SH80 admit that i = 40° and 

PA = 49° does not apply beyond 11'. 

Although the warping proposed by SH80 does not qualitatively affect the results 

for most of its proposed extent, the constant Zaritsky, Elston & Hill (1989) param

eters are to be preferred for several reasons. As SH80 admit, the proposed warp in 

the optical disk would begin closer to M33's center than would any known warp in 

any other galaxy's gas disk, by a factor of two. This alone is difficult to believe, 
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but as Bosma (1983) argues, if such a warp existed it would result in substantial 

deviations in the velocity field, which are not found by any of the workers who have 

studied MSB's velocity field. It is much easier to believe that M33's arms are simply 

not well approximated by logarithmic spirals. 

6.2.3 Statistics 

The formal error bars in all the plots in this chapter have come from the boot

strap method of estimating statistical errors. Although there is no reason to doubt 

this method, it seems reasonable to confirm independently that the binned surface 

brightness estimates are statistically significant. Therefore I generated a list of 13600 

stars, the same number contained in the old catalog, with a uniform distribution in 

radius and azimuth, and with magnitudes uniformly distributed between Ks = 15.5 

and Ks = 16.5, and subjected this uniform model to the decomposition analysis. If 

the random errors in such a list are larger than the bootstrap estimates, spurious 

structure will appear. Also, any bugs in the analysis software might be revealed in 

the form of unexpected structure in a disk known to be uniform. Figure 6.9 shows 

the run of ^ and ^ for the uniform disk. With the exception of two bins in the 

^ data, the amplitudes are < 0.12 and within a few a of zero. The two discrepant 

bins, at 4.5(T and 5a above zero, indicate that the error bars are being somewhat 

underestimated; an underestimated error bar contributes to an overestimated am

plitude according to Equation 6-7. However, the basic soundness of the method is 

illustrated by the fact that most bins are consistent with zero; the real data exhibit 

amplitudes, and radial variations in the amplitudes, much greater than the noise 

level in Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9: ^ and ^ versus radius for the uniform model. 

6.2.4 Other possible errors 

Another possible source of error is the varying cloudiness during acquisition of the 

Ks data. One strip in particular suffered ~ 0.3"* more extinction than the rest, 

putting its 50% completeness slightly brightward of Kg = 16.5, the cutoff for the 

catalogs. Unfortunately a completeness correction is not straightforward because 

clouds also varied within the strips. Therefore I modeled the effect of an incomplete 

strip with the extreme example of no stars at all within that strip. The effect is very 

localized because of the large (one-third of a strip width) overlap between adjacent 

strips; effectively only a third of a strip was missing since data from the adjacent 

two filled in the top and bottom thirds. A spike appears in both ^ and ^ at r « 3'. 

Since no discemable feature occurs at this radius in the real data, I conclude that 

the incompleteness of this strip has no significant effect on the results. 
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6.3 Discussion 

6.3.1 Previous decompositions of spiral galaxies 

Considere & Athanassoula (1982) analyzed the spatial distribution of M33's HII 

regions, which are classical spiral arm tracers, in terms of logarithmic spirals. The 

amplitude results are not important in terms of density wave theory, because HII 

regions do not trace the mass, but the general behavior should not be inconsistent 

with the mass distribution. They find the most significant components to be m = 2 

and m = 1, in that order, whereas I find the same components to be important but 

in the reverse order. They also find the highest surface density of HII regions to 

be in the range 6' < r < 10', with very clear minima at r = 5' and r = 11' for 

all components. In the old catalog, my estimates of the m = 1 component follow 

that pattern, but my m = 2 amplitudes are too small to discern a clear pattern. 

Interestingly, in the young catalog my m = 2 amplitudes track the HII regions very 

nicely, but the surface density of the young catalog shows no such pattern. This 

suggests that while individual stars can form anywhere, HII regions tend to form 

only where there is noticeable arm/interarm contrast. Furthermore, an m = 2 

structure can exist in the distribution of young stars even where the old population 

is predominantly m = 1. 

RR93 did the first K band Fourier decomposition of a spiral galaxy, M51, and 

foimd amplitudes of order unity. However, M51 was feared to be unrepresentative 

because of its companion, and therefore RZ95 followed up on a sample of 18 galax

ies. A substantial fraction of those galaxies also had significant amplitudes, along 

with the radial variations in amplitude that had been seen in M51. Gonzales & 

Graham (1996) performed a similar analysis on M99, also finding significant power 

and radial variations in both m = 1 and m = 2. Qualitatively, these results are 

similar to the current M33 results. Although one of the basic tenets of density 
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wave theory, the overdensity of spiral arms, is supported by these measurements, 

the existence of amplitudes ~ 0.5 stretches the credibility of the common theoretical 

assumption that amplitudes are small enough to linearize the equations. Without 

such an assumption, however, it is difficult to produce analytical models. Numerical 

simulations, on the other hand, have consistently been too unstable to such pertur

bations (Binney & Tremaine 1987). The key to damping such instabilities is a dark 

matter halo, but measurements of the amount of dark matter, even in the halo of 

the Milky Way, have not been forthcoming until very recently (Alcock et al. 1996 

and references therein). 

6.3.2 Young star contamination 

Although the results are qualitatively similar, there is an important distinction 

between this work and that of RR93 and RZ95. In this work, the young stars 

have been screened out before proceeding to the Fourier decomposition, removing 

a possibly important source of error. RR93 used the gravity-sensitive 2.3 /xm CO 

band to estimate the fraction of light contributed by supergiants. They found that 

fraction to be at most 20% across the bulk of the galaxy, with one localized patch 

where most of the K band light came from supergiants. Gonzales & Graham (1996) 

constructed a reddening-free combination of four passbands which is very sensitive 

to red supergiants, and found that M99 has one small region in which 20% of the 

K band light comes from red supergiants, but on average the contribution is much 

less. However, comparison of this red supergiant result with the RR93 result which 

includes all supergiants requires a correction factor. 

The young catalog in this work also contains only red supergiants, because 

the blue ones are too faint in K band to be detected individually. According to 

Humphreys & Sandage (1980), the ratio of blue to red supergiants in M33 is « 10. 

In K band a typical blue supergiant is w 3"* or a factor of 16 fainter than a red 
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supergiant, so the K band light from all supergiants is roughly 1.6 times more than 

the K band light from red supergiants alone. This is technically a lower limit to the 

correction factor, but the bright end of the main sequence is roughly another 5"* or 

factor of 100 fainter in K, so it is a reasonable approximation. 

In M33, Figiire 5.15 indicates that the surface brightness of the young catalog is 

4 mag arcsec"^ less than that of M33 as a whole, for a contribution of 2.5%; after 

applying the correction factor I find a total supergiant contribution of 4%. However, 

there are significant spatial variations, as is evident in Figure 5.15. In fact, the 

discussion of the m = 3 component which appears in the young and total catalogs 

but not the old catalog proves that young star contamination can be influential 

locally even if it is small globally. The same effect was noted by RR93 and Gonzales 

&; Graham (1996), so K band surface photometry must be interpreted cautiously 

if unaccompanied by spatially detailed measurements of the CO index or of some 

other supergiant indicator. 

6.3.3 Does M33 have a bulge or a bar? 

There has been some debate over whether M33 has a bulge. Minitti, Olszewski, 

& Rieke (1993), hereafter MOR93, argue for a bulge because they find aji excess 

of H-band star counts in the inner 2' which cannot be fit by an exponential disk. 

McLean & Liu (1996), hereafter ML96, on the other hand, point out that the central 

population is indistinguishable from the disk population on the basis of luminosity 

function or color-magnitude diagram; there is no distinct stellar population there, 

they argue, so there is no bulge. The radial profiles in Figure 5.15 clearly show an 

excess of stars in the inner 2'; the true excess is likely to be even larger because of the 

extreme crowding in the central region. Thus, the statements of MOR93 and ML96 

are not irreconcilable: there is a central excess of stars which cannot be accounted 

for by an exponential disk, and it does contain a young population just as the disk 
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does. 

Whether a central excess must have a population disjoint from that of the disk to 

qualify as a true bulge seems a matter of semantics hardly worth debating. Rather, 

I would like to call attention to the possibility of the central excess being a bar 

(possibly in addition to a bulge). Note that on the basis of azimuthally averaged 

plots such as Figure 5.15 and those of MOR93 and ML96, one cannot distinguish 

between a bar and a biilge. Further support for a bar comes from RV94, who sub

tracted their fitted disk and bulge profiles from their M33 image to try to uncover 

nonaxisymmetric features. The result is a pair of spiral arms which appear to attach 

to a bar across the nucleus. This bar has roughly the same position and size as the 

bar which is evident in Figure 5.14. Elmegreen, Elmegreen & Montenegro (1992) 

present a symmetrized B band image of M33 which also appears to have a bar in the 

same place. Although the symmetrizing process is guaranteed to produce bisjon-

metric features, Elmegreen, Elmegreen & Montenegro (1992) had no reservations 

in calling this a bar. Finally, Bothun (1992) also found an east-west elongation in 

images of this region. 

Despite the agreement of so many observers, some caution is in order. This is 

certainly not the type of bar that is typical of barred galaxies, which contain a large 

fraction of the light within the relevant radius, nor does it extend to the end of solid 

body rotation as does a classical bar. However, RR93 also found a small bar in K 

band in M51 and state that such bars are common when looking in K band. Strong 

bars leave their signature in the kinematics by enabling radial streaming motions, 

but this bar may be too weak to confirm kinematically. Minitti (1996) obtained 

velocities for twelve supergiants in the inner 1.5' of M33 but was imable to call their 

kinematics either disk or bulge. Given the state of knowledge about the kinematics 

of M33's central regions, it is unlikely that the kinematic signature of a weak bar 
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could be unambiguously identified. 

6.4 Future advances 

The next decade will see great technical advances which will be applicable to a 

project of this type. A new generation of 8 m class telescopes will come online, 

allowing astronomers to see deeper than ever before. However, this capacity alone 

is not enough to do better stellar photometry in nearby galaxies; images become 

confusion limited rather than photon noise limited. Fortunately, great attention is 

being paid to the minimization of seeing at these telescopes. Sites are tested thor

oughly for the quality of seeing, and the elimination of facility seeing is an importajit 

driving force in much of the design. With routine subarcsecond imaging, the type 

of analysis done in this work can be contemplated for more distant galaxies—M51, 

M81, and MlOl come to mind as examples of nearby spirals which are not too face-

on. By the same token, a deeper and better examination of M33 itself becomes 

possible. 

Such studies cannot be extended to more distant galaxies indefinitely, however. 

My coarsely sampled survey of M33 would be comparable to a survey of a galaxy 

ten times further away, or 8 Mpc, with HST, where the diflEraction limit in K band is 

~0.2". With adaptive optics, the 8 m class telescopes might be able to do three times 

better on axis, but anisoplanicity limits the field of view of such high-order systems. 

To amass a sample of more than a few galaxies, the 4-8 m Next Generation Space 

Telescope will be needed to provide both angular resolution and an appropriate field 

of view. 

Of course, sampling a given field of view at ever finer resolution is possible 

only because of advances in detector technology. Five years ago a 2kx2k CCD 

such as the one used here was the absolute leading edge. Now Steward has a 
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7kx9k which in two exposures could cover the same area as my 44-image mosaic. 

Similar strides have been made in infrared arrays; several observatories now have 

1024x1024 detectors with 16 times as many pixels as the one I used. Finally, the 

analysis of such large amounts of data would be impossible without corresponding 

advances in computer technology. The 7kx9k CCD will produce 126 Mb of data 

per exposure, but computing and storage capacity are expanding rapidly enough to 

accommodate such data volumes. Perhaps this is not surprising, because CCDs and 

computers are based on the same silicon processing technology. The advances in 

hybrid infrared detectors are perhaps more impressive because they depend on a 

wider set of processing technologies. 

All these factors—large telescopes, high angular resolution, large-format detec

tors, and ever-increasing processing power—will combine to make stellar photometry 

in nearby galaxies easier. The power to see individual stars in these galaxies, rather 

than just the lump sum, will in turn become a powerful tool for analyzing galaxies 

of all types. This power will greatly increase our understanding of galaxies, how 

they form, and how different types are related. 
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